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Wal l  St. to Pul l  the Pl ug .on Europe Monday· 

A canvass of foreign exchange departments at Wall 
Street's money center banks confirmed that they intend to 
pull the plug on European currencies when the forex markets 
open on Monday unless European central bankers "realign 
their joint float, the so-called European currency snake" on 
their own this weekend. As of this writing, the realignment or 
even a promise of realignment has not taken place. 

Thus, the Rockefeller-run New York commercial banks 
have targeted this week to go for a final victory in their 
months-long currency war against Europe-an "Endsieg" 
maneuver of total desperation to prevent the dollar empire 
from crumbling into ruins around the March 31 international 
payments deadline. The Atlanticists have as their immediate 
goal the fascist reorganization of Western Europe under the 
"Safety Net" proposal , which various Wall Street agents are 
attempting to ram through Congress. 

Should the Atlanticists succeed with either or both of these 
schemes, they will destroy what remains of the world 
economy - including the property titles and debt structures 
that they are trying so hard to protect. 

But the success of their "Endsieg" is an open question. 
Europe will not simply submit to the bankers' demands as 
the West Germanst now open rebellion against Wall Street's  

" marching orders to up value the deutschemark indicates. As 
will be covered in this newsletter, the Gaullists in Fr41nce,  the 
Andreotti faction of the Christian Democrats in Italy, are 
also resisting Wall Street's attempt to impose its political 
solution upon Europe. Meanwhile, a mass-strike wave is 
sweeping across Europe, with its imm�diate focus on Italy. 

These developments have already made the Wall Street 
strategists extremely nervous about their chances of suc
cess . Summing up Wall Street's current quandary, the State 
Department's liason to the OECD countries said in an in
terview late in the week, "The European factions are schizo
phrenic . . .  we can deal with them.  But the Soviet moves (for 
expanded trade> and labor trouble are a different ball game. 
That's why we have got to exert leadership in Europe . . . .  Our 

. problem is that we don't know where the hell to lead them 
(the Europeans) to. " 

The Lull Before the Storm 
What the international financial press described as a 

"nervous calm" prevailing on the world's foreign exchanges 
this week was really a lull before the storm. The only activity 
the market saw was confined to the unwinding of some of the 
long positions (a long position is when one buys a particular 
currency, betting on it to appreciate in the near future) of 
multinational corporations , European and New York banks , 
speculators in deutschemarks and Swiss francs. Both 
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currencies had appreciated against the dollar during the last 
several weeks' turbulent activity on the markets. As it 
became clear over the week that the West Germans were not 
playing ball according to the rules and were not following 
Wall Street orders to revalue, the long position in these 
currencies became increasingly unattractive . 

The selling off of deutschemarks and Swiss francs 
marginally - and temporarily - strengthened the dollar. 
The unwinding could not stabilize the situation for lOlli, as 
the forex traders and the New York banks were acutely 
aware. The entire $125-1 50 billion short term dollar sector 
waited for the materialization of the promised realignment of 
the currency snake as if its life depended on it - in point of 
fact, it did. 

" For New York's. seven largest banks alone," said a 
foreign exchange source at one of those banks, "we lose $10 
million every day in 'covering' costs on our short and long 
positions .. . for the whole system it could be as much as one 
billion goddamned dollars ."  The trading chief at another 
Wall Street bank translated this fact into the" following tactic : 
"We can't take this shit any more. The damn Germans don't 
want to upvalue . . .  . If  European central bankers and finance 
ministers don't get their asses together and 'realign' the 
snake (it was widely rumored in European and New York 
banking circles that such a meeting was scheduled for this 
weekend) then the seven of us will gang up on the Belgian 
franc and bust the damn thing (the snake) . "  The chief OECD 
(Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development) 
liason at the State Department further confirmed this: "it's 
entirely plausible for the (New York) banks to do so (bust the 
snake) under the present circumstances . "  

The Wall Street-directed assault o n  European currencies 
had been launched to create a dollar-deutschemark-yen axis 
that would force the West German and Japanese central 
banks to absorb the dollar debt overhang and play debt 
collector for the New York banks . Though Wall Street has 
succeeded in enforcing drastic de facto currency devalua
tions and cuts in the standard of living in every European 
country except West Germany, the glut of illiquid dollars has 
grown. The dollar is no longer a reserve currency or real 
means of international payment. It is the equivalent of a 
gambling chip being used to "cover bets" on the inter
national money markets . As most bankers realize, there is no 
longer anything even resembling an international monetary 
system. 

This week, for instance, the mass of dollars from the short
term pool worldwide flowed into currency speculation, the 
New York Stock Exchange, refinancing of uncollectable 



bailout loans, and other such soft " investments. "  Despite 
this�hort-term interest rates in the dollar sector continued to 
coif apse. The bankers' last hope to absorb the dollar glut -
Federal Reserve chairman Arthur Burns' continued 
issuance of billions in U.S.  Treasury notes - has failed to 
soak up enough greenbacks to make a real difference. 

. Meanwhile, the so-called "weaker" European currencies 
(after weeks of speculation this distinction is becoming 
meaningless) appreciated vis-a-vis the U.S .  dollar as 
speculators paid premium prices to either buy them or 
borrow them to "cover" their positions every night. Euro
franc interest rates skyrocketed to between 1600 and 2000 per 
cent per annum. 

European "resistance" to the Wall Street-directed 
devastation of their currencies, trade, production, and living 
standards ,  has created an uncontrollable crisis situation 
which threatened to lead to a general breakdown some time 
around March 31 when France, Italy, Britain, Denmark, 
Belgium and others settle their massive trade imbalances. I 

The Safety Net 
When New York banks " leaked" their plans to pull the plug 

on Europe, and even the traditionally pro-Atlanticist West 
German press began demanding a new international 
monetary order, State Department Under Secretary 
Charles Robinson's office announced plans to immediately 
railroad the $25 billion "Safety Net" proposal through. The 
"Safety Net" concept is essentially a plan to set up mini
International Monetary Fund for the OECD countries, which 
include Western Europe, Japan, Canada, New Zealand, 
Australia, and the United States. 

The OECD "Safety Net" will create a common pool of 
member government guarantees (based on their quotas)

· 
on 

a.n overall private market borrowing limit of $25 billion for 
medium term (not to exceed a maturity of 7 years) bailout 
loans to member countries at "onerous" conditions . The 
"Net" scheme, not unlike New York City's " Big MAC,"  will 
allow fascist reorganization of European economies so that 
eventually New York banks can collect at least a partial 
amount of their now-uncollectable outstanding credits to 
Europe. The plan will also allow Wall Street to dictate 
exactly the level of wages, total energy consumption, amount 
of domestic credit and what productive sectors are to be 
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triaged in a country receiving so-called bailout loans. 
In baring this hyperinflationary tactical maneuver to a 

j ournalist, a Robinson aide admitted that the move was 
aimed at preventing a collapse of the dollar empire around 
the March 31 international payments deadline. The threat of 
a link-up between Western European industrialists and the 
Soviet and Third World blocs to create a new monetary 
system left the State Department with little choice, the aide 
said. 

If  the reception of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee 
to the testimony yesterday on the " Safety Net" by U.S.  
Treasury Secretary WiIIiam Simon (see special report) is 
any indication, then its eventual passage by Congress is 
guaranteed. As if following the script, State Undersecretary 
Charles Robinson's aide had told the journalist the day 
before, Simon used the threatened monetary blowout to urge 
Congress immediately to implement the Safety Net. 

Brandishing the U.S. ' "quota and voting share of 27.8 per 
cent" which will provide it "the ability to set very stringent 
conditons" on recipients of the OECD Safety Net, Simon lied 
that the U.S . ' s  share will only take the form of 'guarantees on 

money raised on the private capital markets . '  If the inability 
to successfully market the recent EEC (European Economic 
Community) $300 million Eurobond issue to bail out Italy and 
Ireland is any indication of investor reluctance to tie up their 
dollars for any other than very short-term loans , then the 
U.S .  will indeed have to print and dish out cash - i .e  . . dollars 
- for the medium-term loans proposed under the Safety Net. 
The hyperinflationary consequences of the Fed's printing 
$6.4 billion - the U.S.  "official" quota - during the worst 
depressionary collapse in capitalist history - are obvious. 

Senator Jacob Javits (R-NY) made it quite c lear at the 
hearings that what was at stake with the Safety Net was not 
production and incomes of near-bankrupt European coun
tries, but the protection of the entire $800 billion debt 
overhang. "The genius of our society is the power to com
mand credit ," said the Senator, adding "the opposition is 
deadly. I 'm for anything that will give us that edge."  Senator 
Clifford Case (D-NJ) was more explicit: "We may have to do 
these things to prevent the collapse of the capitalist 
system . . . .  I ' l l  vote for this thing (the· Safety Net) - but it will 
only postpone the disaster. "  
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Are Europe's Atlanticists Ready 
to Break with the U.S.? 

March 27 (IPS) - Western European political factions allied 
to U.S. financial interests are considering a break with the 
Atlantic Alliance, on the grounds that it is impossible for 
them to rule Europe under conditions of monetary collapse 
and mass strikes .  

British, Scandinavian, and West German Atlanticist cir
cles are heatedly pushing for debt moratorium and other 
concessions to the Third World, warning that the Third 
World's $200 billion debt overhang is destroying Europe's 
export markets. 

West German industrialist circles normally subordinate to 
NATO began to negotiate a major expansion of economic ties 
to the Soviet sector this week, centering on Economics 
Minister Hans Friderichs ' trip to Moscow on March 22. With 
$12 billion of Eastern European import orders at stake, the 
West German industrial community, led by steel 
manufacturer Otto Wolf von Amerongen, is horrified at 
Washington's dangerous "show of force" posturing towards 
the Soviets. 

More significantly, the West Germans have a closer view 
.of the Soviets' "tripwire" position, namely, that the Atlan
ticists ' current efforts to impose fascism throughout Western 
Europe are a provocation for nuclear war. A spokesman for 
the West German trade organization which Amerongen 
heads , the German Conference on Trade and Industry, this 
week denounced U.S .  threats against Cuba. "Germany needs 
a reasonable political climate for trade with the East," the 

- spokesman said. A West German banker with close ties to 
Britain added, "The U.S .  made an idiot of itself with these 
threats to Cuba. It was purely to save face.  France has been 
lost to the Gaullists . The British are behaving like Beggars 
towards the Russians . "  

A t  the same time, West Germany's  business press is 
-running a continuous editorial campaign for debt moratoria 
in the Third World and East-West trade for Western Europe. 
The leading financial daily Handelsblatt warns of the 
" inevitability of debt moratoria" throughout the Third World 
in an international banking supplement this week. Handels
blatt has taken a consistent editorial position in favor of 
moratoria on the grounds that the third World debt burden is 
the main obstacle to West German export industry. In a shift 
of editorial stance, the Atlanticist daily Frankfurter 
Allgemeine Zeitung warned that "the main problems of debt 
and transfers of resources have not been solved. "  

. Swedish Atlanticists are also backing debt moratoria : 
Swedish banker Tore Browaldh indicated this week that he 
endorsed plans for a new international monetary institution 
to finance development now under- discussion in Great 
Britain. London Times editor Peter Jay last month published 
"an offer the world cannot refuse," in the form of a watered
down version of the ICLC's International Development Bank 
program. Browaldh, who runs Scandinavia's  second largest 
bank, also endorsed Third World debt moratoria .  

Driven by Desperation 
These European groups have no clear program or outlook. 

Rather, they are driven to consider proposals such as the 
International Development Bank, already hegemonic in the 
Third World and converged upon by the Soviets, out of pure 
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desperation: Next to its coverage of the debt issue, Handels
blatt prints headlines - on hte mass strike developments 
among West German and Italian workers. Certain British 
financial circles haye frankly admitted that if the Atlan
ticists ' plans for a European " Big MAC" looting operation 
run into too much political resistance. they will have little 
choice but to support a new international monetary system.  
The rift in the post-war Anglo-American alliance to  control 
Western Europe, in turn, has a tremendous influence on 
areas of British influence on the Continent, especially 
Scandinavia and West German industrial and financial 
circles . 

This European Atlanticist grouping is sending desperate 
messages across the Atlantic to Harriman, Ball and Co., 
demanding an end to the American brass-knuckles approach 
to austerity, which threatens to topple them .  Helmut Sch
midt. West Germany's Atlanticist chancellor, has pressed 
the panic button on the issue of the European Big MAC, which 
West Germany would have to finance. 

At the same time, West German industrialists report. Sch
midt is trying to subvert the opening of c loser economic ties 
between West Germany and the east. A turning point, in
dustrialists say, was a series of meetings between Otto Wolf 
von Amerongen and top Soviet and East German leaders at 
East Germany's Leipzig Trade Fair earlier this month . 
Ironically, Amerongen is a former Nazi, a notorious U.S .  
agent, and a member of  the International Advisory Board of 
David Rockefeller's Chase Manhattan Bank. But fear and 
confusion among European AUanticists gives �dditional 
maneuvering room to the West G erman "sr"(,lt;estack 
barons ,"  who are European-based and depend on II .ide with 
the Soviets . Despite George Ball 's public boast this week, 
"Amerongen is a good friend of mine and he'll be no trouble ," 
the ball is momentarily in the court of the pro·trade in
dustrialists . At least a half-dozen of the leading industrial 
firms in West Germany are committed in principle to the 
International Development Bank. 

West Germany is caught in a vicious political battle bet
ween capitalist circles who want to appease the U.S. at any 
cost, and the industrial group, which recognizes that the U.S .  
plans for European fascism would destroy them. The latter 
faction has prevented the Schmidt government from 
revaluing the West German currency to paper over Europe's 
$40 billion debt. Advisors to the Schmidt government are 
attacking the so-called "safety net" as a hyperinflationary 
disaster. 

Hinges on France 
But the European situation as a whole hinges on France.  

The industrialists' newspaper Handelsblatt opens its 
columns this week to French banker Jacques Denizet, who 
wrote that Western Europe and the Soviet Union have a 
common interest against the United States on the gold issue. 
Western Europe could use gold as part of a program to dump 
the dollar and create economic links with the Soviet sector. 
In an editorial Friday, Handelsblatt repudiated the AUan
ticist lie thast the pro-development Gaullist party can be 
contained. Warning of a social explosion in France, the 
newspaper recalled that the Gaullists came out on top last 
itme this happened in 1968. 
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u.s. Lures Third World in Commodity Swindle 

March 27 (IPS) - Two meetings between the advanced 
sector and developing nations on the new world economic 
order ended last week with a dangerous setback for the 
world's pro-development forces. 

Caught between the impotence of their own strategy and 
the deceptive tactics of the representatives of international 
finance, Third World negotiators relented on their demands 
for immediate debt moratorium, pursuing instead a pitiful 
"Integrated Commodities Programme" designed to raise 
raw material prices through the use of buffer stocks and a 
commodities fund. 

As an economic for Third World development, the com
modities " indexing" plan is a profoundly incompetent 
alternative to the enactment of debt moratorium and the 
International Development Bank (lOB) credit institution put 
forward by the Labor Committees. Through a combination of 
lack of moral strength and commitment, and plain stupidity, 
the Third World has fallen for the Atlanticists' stalling tactics 
and their plan to resolve Third World debt problems on a 
case-by-case basis with Argentina as the model. 

Soft Cop Swindle 
At both the Geneva Trade Board meeting of the United 

Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) 
and the second round of the North-South "Four Com
missions" conference, Third World leaders capitulated to a 
soft Atlanticist campaign waged by the Departments of State 
and Treasury, and agents in the ranks of the Third World. 
There was little that was original in the new version of U.S. 
negotiating tactics .  

Like previous operations staged at the United Nations 
SpeCial Session last September, the Manila meeting of the 
Group of 77, and earlier UNCT AD and North-South con
ferences, the financial meetings started with the U.S .  
delegation introducing mountains of computer printouts 
purportedly showing that no financial crisis exists. The 
majority of delegates' time was allocated to reading and 
immediately rejecting each of these documents. 

The commodities negotiations , however, took place in a 
different environment, shaped by the new "soft-cop" policies 
from State Department Undersecretary Robinson's office, 
and a well-coordinated international press campaign. 
Robinson's people in the U.S .  and Europe let it be known that 
they were seriously considering UNCTAD's " Integrated 
Commodities Programme," as well as debt relief to some of 
the most seriously affected nations provided the Third World 

. as a whole does not otherwise press "unreasonable 
demands."  

A series of  bourgeois press articles , running concurrently 
with the two commodities meetings, informed the world that 
the Third World payments crisis would have to be dealt with 
through some kind of increase in their primary income 
through higher commodities prices if the major creditors are 
not to suffer the consequences of a generalized debt 
moratorium and its "catastrophic" consequences. 
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What is UNCTAD's Integrated 
Commodities Program? 

The basic flaw in the negotiating strategy of the Third 
World is that it allows for their defeat by such a thinly veiled 
ruse as the present Atlanticist commodity swindle. 

The commodities program, proposed in the past in various 
forms by "friends" of the Third World Zbigniew Brzezinski of 
the Trilateral Commission, C. F. Bergston of the Brookings 
Institute and on a commodity-by-commodity basis by Henry 
Kissinger, is a fraud. By itself - outside the framework of 
comprehensive dollar debt moratorium and the lOB - this 
program would merely hasten the collapse of world trade! . 

The 1976 shortfall of the balance of payments for the non-oil 
producing developing nations - subtracting all official aid, 
International Monetary Fund and World Bank assistance, 
Euromarket loans , normal capital flows , direct investment 
and export earnings - is estimated to be over $30 billion. 
Without any allowances for Third World growth and develop
ment, a 38 per cent hike in raw material export prices would 
be needed to cover the shortfall. Importing 66 per cent of the 
total Third World exports, Western Europe and Japan would 
have to absorb over $20 billion in higher costs , doubling their 
present $422 billion deficit. A sheer impossibility, the ad
vanced sector would have to reduce imports and slow their 
rate of economic growth : for ever 1 per cent drop of ad
vanced sector rate of growth, the developing nations lose 12  
per  cent of  their earning income, for every price rise which 
follows , income will spiral downward until there is nothing 
left of the world economy. 

The Real Swindle 
Such facts notwithstanding, no Third World development 

conference has formulated a strategy to surgically remove 
the cause of starvation and disease in their countries . In fact, 
last week, UNCTAD Secretary General Gamani Corea an
nounced that he was dropping the only vital part of. the 
commodities plan in an effort to make the "Integrated 
Program" acceptable. In a speech at the London counterpart 
of the Council on Foreign Relations, Corea said he would be 
willing to consider negotiations on only some of the major 
commodities . If the London Financial Times is . to be 
believed, discussion of an integrated commodities approach 
which would be necessary within an lOB framework has now 
been reduced to Kissinger's " commodity-by-commodity" 
negotiations. . 

U .S .  Treasury officials , whose approval is necessary for 
the plan, have confirmed the true nature of last week's 
commodities discussions. With 12 countries on the brink of 
default and an additional 30 facing a payments crisis in the 
next few months , the Atlanticists are merely buying time to 
enforce police state regimes worldwide. Then the Atlanticists 
will be amenable to serious negotiations with Third World 
countries on a case by case basis . The now-silent pro
development leaders in the Third World would be well ad
vised to consider the implications of not pushing for debt 



moratorium and IDB in the paradigmatic example of Italy. 
Capitulation Under Pressure 

Following the Atlanticists' onslaught against the Italian 
lira Jan. 21, Italy's tri�partite pro-development faction led by 
Giulio Andreotti of the Christian Democrats. Giacomo 
Mancini of the Italian Socialist Party. and industrialist 
Eugenio Celis had the forces and international working class 
support necessary to break with the Dollar Empire for debt 
moratorium and the IDB. Instead. they cried: "A move like 
that would split the party. If we call for a moratorium on the 
debt, the Wall Street Atlanticists will smash us . . . . .  Maybe if 
we accept a Euromarket loan. we will gain that added 
measure of time."  

At  their respective party congresses. however. Mancini 
and Andreotti capitulated to Atlanticist agent pressure in the 
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party to maintain the integrity of Wall Street's paper debt. 
With no opposition and the party ranks demoralized. Fiat 
magnate and Atlanticist Gianni Ag'nelli is taking the in
creased moment�m to push a streamlined Italian banking 
system as befits a Schachtian economy. Over 1.000 banks are 
now under investigation. with a parallel operation against 
the major bank of the largest state industrial sector. linked t,.) 
Cefis. 

Following their meeting with the IMF earlier this week, 
former anti-Atlanticist Andreotti . Treasury head Colombo 
and Central Bank head Baffi met to enforce the conditions 
imposed by the IMF. cancelling cost of living clauses from 
trade union contracts. LaMalfa's  plan for an emergency 
govern.ment of "national unity" to include the fascistleader
ship of the Communist Party is now imminent. 
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How the U.S. Looks at Third World Leaders 

WASHINGTON; D. C. March 28 (IPS) The following are 
exerpts from an interview with a U.S. government official 
who was willing to give a frank exposition of the Treasury 
Department's attitude and tactics toward the Third World -
provided that his name be withheld. Mr. T. , as he is here 
called freely discussed the tactics used by his Department on 
Third World negotiators which ha ve so far proved successful. 

We regret that at this time we are not only publishing these 
exerpts but ha ve to agree with the pervasive appreciation of 
the stupidity and gutlessness of the Third World negotiators. 
However, should these leaders and negotiators continue on 
their present course they are ensuring disaster not only for 
themselves, but for us as well. 

IPS: Over the last few weeks , simultaneous with the UNC
TAD meeting in Geneva, there have been a series of articles 
in the international press pointing to a commodities 
agreement as a solution of the payments crisis facing the 
Third World. Do you see that as a likely outcome of the 
Nairobi (UNCTAD conference in May) or the Paris 
meetings? 
Mr. T.: Let me give you an idea of what goes on in these 
meetings . The Third World cames in with a "maximalist 
laundry list" which has something for each one of them. 
Since all of these demands are definitely unacceptable, we 
spend the rest of the time discussing what the consequence 
will be if one commodity is accepted and not another, how 
much the nations that are importing those same commodities 
will actually be hurt if the plan goes through and so 
forth . . .  Do you know for example, what we did in Geneva? 
The.meeting was supposed to end Friday and at 2:30 in the 
morning on Saturday, we tabled our proposal and then went 
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to sleep; Let them stay up all night and study it . .. 
IPS: What about Nairobi? 
Mr. T.: Well, we'l l  probably go there and tell them give us a 
list of ali the commodities you want and we will take them 
and study them for a while. I suppose in six months or a year 
we will have to report to someone about it. That's what will 
happen. 
IPS: But Undersecretary of State Charles Robinson's office 
is letting us, as well as a number of representatives of the 
Third World, believe that they are willing to go along with 
some commodities program as well as debt relief for a 
limited number of countries . . .  . 
Mr. T.: I know what is being cooked up in that office. But any 
proposal that originates there has to go past a lot of 
tomahawks in this town. They know it will never get passed. 
So long as these people (Third World leaders) negotiate from 
the standpoint that one side gains what the other side looses 
and the net increase is zero, all we have to do is to turn the 
same argument on them and let them quarrel about it. If you 
remember the same thing happened in Kingston (Jamaica, 
January meeting of the International Monetary Fund) with 
the compensatory fund. It did not get passed because India 
who has mostly official debt, rejected it since this plan would 
diminish any aid she might hope to receive . . .  

You know what I a m  tempted t o  suggest to the Secretary 
for the Nairobi UNCTAD Conference?  We should go in there 
and tell them (the Third World) : OK for the 35 most 
seriously affected amongst you (not the now-established 
most seriously affected countries) we will grant all the 
concessions that you want. Then we could go home for a year 
or so while they quarrel trying to decide who the 35 are. 

Of course there might not be a world when we come back . . .  
but then again you can't win them all ,  can you . . .  
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Bankers Prepare M i l itary Coup for 

New York City to Set Example for U. S. 

March 26 (IPS) - Developments in the last 48 hours. blacked 
out in every bourgeois newspaper, establish as indisputable 
fact that the Wall Street banking community is making 
preparations for the establishment of an outright bank dic
tatorship over New York City, by legal means if possible and 
by military means if necessary. The short-term objective is 
to impose fascist financial reorganization over New York 
City, transform it into a Brazilian hell-hole, and make it an 
object lesson for every other American city and municipality 
on the brink of bankruptcy. 

. 

Congress passed the Municipal Bankruptcy Act March 25 , 
. a bill which puts bankrupt cities under Federal Court dic

tatorship with complete powers to tear up labor contracts , 
scrap services , and to decree whatever amounts of austerity 
required to salvage roughly $220 billion of municipal debt. By 
the admission of a legislative aide to Congressman Don Ed
wards, (D-Cal) , the bill 's  co-sponsor, its immediate purpose 

_ is to deal with the New York City financial and political 
crisis : the threat of default on over $1  billion in Treasury debt 
by June 30, and union resistance to austerity conditions high
lighted by the threatened strike of the Transit Workers 
Union. . Simultaneously, New York City officials with direct links 

. to both Felix Rohatyn and the Department of Defense. dis
closed to IPS contingency plans for a coordinated military· 
police rule over New York City with "war options" of Nation
al Guard occupation. On April 5 a team from the Department 
of Defense, and the Defense Civil Preparedness Administra
tion will be in New York to review recommendation for a 
military command and control reorganization of the City's 
administrative function. According to this same source the 
chaos and confusion of a threatened transit strike will serve 
the pretext for such reorganization and war plans ; "The 
strike will provide living proof of what we've said . . .  it will be 
a complete disaster because the city is completely un
prepared. " 

Taken together these two developments lead to only one 
conclusion ; that the New York banking community has 
determined that the level of austerity required to support the 
dollar debt structure is not possible without recourse to fas
cist police state rule. 

No Butter 
The current New York City fiscal and political crisis pro

vides the backdrop to this determination. By New York City' s 
own estimates it will be in default on over $1 billion by June 30 
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at the latest. During the April-June period its revenues are 
projected at $3 .9  billion and of this over $1 billion constitutes 
questionable state aid ; meanwhile, its payroll and general 
operating expenses are projected at $2.5 billion and debt ser-

. vice at $2.2 billion. The city will default massively on either 
payroll or debt service. 

This financial crisis comes after 40,000 layoffs and more 
than $1 billion in service cutbacks : debt service ir. the secDnd 
quarter is almost 90 per cent of locally raised revenues . This 
is the result of previous year's bloodletting austerity 
measures. Service cutbacks and layoffs have aggravated the 
city's current account deficit by roughly three times its origi
nal projection. Welfare costs have skyrocketed and the tax 
base along with general economic activity has collapsed. 
Meanwhile, $ 12  billion in debt was financed and refil�",nced at 
loan shark rates of interest. 

These debt service payments cannot be met without whole
sale shutdown of services . As one city official indicated that 
this is precisely what the City plans to do; "We will pay back 
our loans to the Treasury on June 30 if it means not paying 
policemen, firemen, teachers , and f>v:�ry(me else on the 
payroll . "  

Big MAC Chairman Felix Rohaytn disagrees with this ap
proach, but only because it does not go far enough to ensure 
ultimate collection of debt. What is required beyond layoffs 
and service cutbacks Rohatyn claims is the destruction of the 
trade-union structure and the driving down of wage levels of 
those still employed. 

Bankers Rule 
The Municipal Bankruptcy Act provides the legal mech

anisms for a "Constitutional" fascist take over precisely 
along the same lines accomplished by Adolph Hitler. With the 
Federal Court system fully committed to the enforcement of 
police state rule! as the latest Supreme Court decisions leave 
little doubt, the Act itself provides Rohatyn and company 
with the veneer of legality to sidestep elected government 
and themselves dictate economic policy. Much like the Hum
phrey-Hawkins bill it is cast into a populist mold to sucker 
liberal congressmen and trade unionists. 

The Act itself works in the following insidious way. A city 
like New York files a bankruptcy petition with a Federal Dis
trict Court declaring that it cannot meet its debts as they 
mature. In return for a stay against creditor claIms - a 
moratoriuUl on debt payments - the city hands itself over 
lock, stock, and barrel to the Federal Court. 

The bill should in no way be mistaken for debt moratoria 



legislation as proposed by the U.S .  Labor Party. While it sup
posedly provides cities with relief from creditors during a 
period .of reorganization, its creditors extend to all holders 
of contracts, including unions ! 

. 

First, the city can only raise money on court-approved 
terms.  Since all cities and municipalities experience time 
lags between expenditures and income and therefore re
quire credit simply to function on a day to day basis, the 
court has de facto control over all economic decisions. 
Secondly, the city must file a plan for financial reorgan-
ization which requires the consent of two-thirds of the credi
tors, and which therefore requires a balanced-budget and 
debt repayment schedule satisfactory to both the courts and 
the creditors. Third, the court has the authority to retain 
complete jurisdiction over the city for as long as it de-
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termines is necessary to the "successful execution" of the 
financial plan. 

The explicit purpose of such bankruptcy proceedings is to 
bring all the creditors together under one roof - bankers, 
unions , agree upon a satisfactory debt repayment 
schedule. For unions whose pension funds have already been 
invested in city debt, they will be told if they want to be re
paid they will have to accept all the conditions of a balanced 
budget - layoffs , speed-up, and complete destruction of all 
union rights . 

. 

This is a direct replication of the financial reorganization 
schemes of Hitler's  finance minister Hjalmar Schacht in 
1 934-37 period ; a short-term moratorium on debt which was 
paid back out of the sweat and blood of a broken labor force. 
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Gov't Begins Elimination of Jobless Benefits 

Hundreds of thousands of the world 's  most skilled workers 
will be summarily dropped from unemployment benefits in 
the next few weeks through a fraudulent "downward 
revision" of the government's  official unemployment rate. In 
Ohio, the nation's most concentrated industrial state, 
benefits for 50,000 workers - one-fifth of the State's entire 
unemployed - will be terminated by April 3, according to a 
spokesman for the Ohio Unemployment Service. Several 
hundred thousand more workers from 17 other states ,  in
c luding Delaware, Indiana and North Carolina, will also be 
condemned to the swelling ranks of " useless eaters" by the 
end of this month. 

This is the opening phase of a deliberate, silent liquidation 
of millions of workers and their families , whose limits are 
defined only by working class resistance. Official statistics 
reveal that an additional six million workers whose benefits 
will have either been terminated or exhausted will join this 
human scrapheap of 20 million workers . Only a handful of 
these will be the privileged recipients of a degrading and 
below-subsistence welfare check of $230 a month. 

This decision to liquidate millions of workers was com
pletely deliberate. Asked whether the eligibility period for 
jobless benefits should be extended because millions of 
skilled workers will run out of benefits this year, Federal 
Reserve Chairman Arthur Burns remarked "I think we've 
gone too far in that direction, "  and insisted that such ex
tensions would be "adding to unemployment. " Burns' policy, 
like that of his fascist collaborator, Hubert Humphrey, is to 
make workers so desperate and hungry that they will accept 
a slave labor job and turn themselves into a scab force 
against the still-employed. 

The Great Statistical Fraud 
The elimination of unemployment insurance for hundreds 

of thousands of workers on Federal Supplemental Benefits 
(FSB) in 18 states is the product of statistical fraud popularly 
known as the "Economic Recovery of 1 976 . "  On Jan. I, 1 976, 
the Federal government decided that only states whose 
unemployment rate exceeded five per cent would qualify for 
FSB - the last 26 weeks of benefits. Until that time, as long 
as the national unemployment remained above 5 per cent, 
states automatically qualified for such assistance. In 
January the national unemployment rate, even after the 
most fraudulent downward revisions, stood at 7.6 per cent. 

But fraudulent downward revisions dropped the unemploy
ment rates of 18 states below the five per cent level, and 

'thereby terminated FSB. In Ohio, the most obvious case, the 
January unemployment rate conveniently "fell" to 4.99 per 
cent, and 50,000 workers were phased out of the program. In 
Indiana, at least 7,500 were also disqualified for FSB.  The 
"downward revision" in just about all of these states was a 
pure fraud manufactured by a few obvious accounting tricks . 
Through the use of "seasonal adjustment ," the Labor 
Department created out of thin air l. 7 million non-existent 
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employed workers. Then, by writing out of the workforce 
discouraged workers as well as those who exhausted their 
benefits , it banished another two million unemployed 
workers into non-existence. It then used these fictitious 
employment and unemployment figures to calculate the 
official unemployment rate. In Ohio in 1 975 for example , 
roughly 46,000 workers exhausted unemployment benefits 
and still had no job. These workers are not counted among 
Ohio's  unemployed. In addition, one-third of Ohio's total 
unemployed - 80,000 - are not covered by unemployed in
surance and therefore also are not counted among Ohio's  
unemployed, according to the Ohio Employrr ent Service. 
Auto, steel and rubber, the bulk of Ohio's industry, are 
plagued by unemployment rates above 1 5  per cent. It is a 
total lie that Ohio's unemployment rate stands at 4 .9 per cent. 

The hoax is the same in the South, whose economy remain!> 
depressed but whose unemployment levels in such states as 
North Carolina and Louisiana have magically dropped below 
the 5 per cent level. Between April and December, 1975 , more 
than 1 . 2  million southern workers used up their benefits but 
remained jobless, according to a report from the Southern 
Regional Council. The same source expects the number to 
rise to l.6 million by the end of this month. Unemployment 
among the black population goes as high as 26 per cent. In the 
South as well as in rural states like Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, 
Nebraska, Wyoming and Wisconsin - where unemployment 
rates have fallen below 5 per cent - there are millions of 
unemployed migrant agricultural workers who are not 
covered by unemployment benefits and who therefore do not 
show up as unemployed. 

Self-Liquidating Process 
This entire process is literally self-liquidating. As workers 

exhaust their unemployment benefits or get thrown off FSB ,  
they leave what the government statisticians consider the 
workforce.  Through this fraudulent self-feeding reduction of 
the unemployment rates, almost every state will soon have 
an unemployment rate below 5 per cent. Of the 1 1 .6 million 
unemployed workers now covered by benefits 40- per cent 
have already exhausted regular benefits; 4 million are 
collecting extended benefits which will run out by late 
summer at the latest ; 2.8 million are on FSB which will be 
dropped long before then. 

Only a few of these workers will be " lucky" enough to get 
on welfare. In Ohio where the State 's  welfare fund is already 
bankrupt, the Ohio Department of Public Welfare has stated 
bluntly that the 50,000 workers will have little chance getting 
on welfare. If they did get on, says one top official, "we would 
have to lower the benefits paid to each welfare recipient. " 

The situation is the same with food stamps ,  the only other 
form of government assistance for which an able-bodied 
unemployed person is eligible. In North Carolina, of 13 ,000 
households that get foodstamps, some 2,600 will be cut off due 
to eligibility tightening as part of a nationwide operation. 
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Atlanticists Push for Fascist Austerity As Factions 

Fight Over Kissinger Confrontation Policy 
WASHINGTON, DC, March 27 (IPS) - The U.S .  Atlanticists 
moved into the U.S .  Congress late last week with an eleventh 
hour austerity package designed to create the necessary 
mechanisms for a global " Big MAC" arrangement, with the 
critical March 31 international debt payments period now 
only days away. And while Wall Street 's  sages concurred on 
the immediate goal of Schachtian police states in the U.S .  
and Western Europe, a faction fight broke out in Atlanticist 
circles over Secretary of State Henry Kissinger's insane 
crusade on behalf of the Rockfeller interests to confront the 
Soviet Union in the Third World. 

On March 23, Senator Kennedy (D-Mass) keynoted a 
broad institutional assault against Kissinger which included 
the New York and Chicago Councils on Foreign Relations , 
subdivisions of the U.S .  State Department, significant sec
tions of the Congress, and the Democratic National Platform 
Committee. This anti-Kissinger movement, initiated by 86-
year-old Democratic Party power broker Averell Harriman 
and Wall Street banker George Ball, represents their fac
.tional . attempt to redefine Atlanticist vital interests as 
focused around the Atlantic alliance, thus haiting the risk of 
war with the Warsaw Pact over contested points in the Third 
World. On this basis, the Ball-Harriman clique hopes to 
sneak through the rest of the year by wielding the senile 
wizardry of old Soviet-manipulator Harriman. The 86 year 
old 'patrician will be sent out to personally convince the 
Soviets that fascism in Western Europe is no threat to the 
Soviets. 

The criminal stupidity of this policy is its pathological 
delusion that either the Warsaw Pact, or the working classes 
and anti-Atlanticist forces of the U .S .  and Western Europe 
will accept the provocative imposition of Schachtian police 
states. The Soviets have already warned the Atlanticists 
against making the assumption that they will passively 
accept a fascist Europe .  The head of the USSR's U.S . -Canada 
Institute, Georgii Arbatov, warned on Soviet television this 
week that the present foreign policy of the Ford Ad
ministration is "if you want peace,' to prepare for war." 
"Wholehearted preparation for war can make war 
inevitable,"  Arbatov said. 

Thus, while the debate between the Harriman-Ball forces 
and Kissinger bears a formal resemblance to the fight over 
Kissinger-Rockefeller Hilex 75 nuclear confrontation policy 
in December-January, this month's  battle is a caricature of 
that fight: the Harriman-Ball policy of militarization of 
Western Europe is now the Soviet's tripwire . 

Nevertheless Treasury Secretary William Simon trotted 
out before a paralysed U .S .  Congress March 26 to issue an 
hysterical plea to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee 
for swift action on proposed legislation that would put 
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Western Europe under Wall Street receivership. The OECD 
"safety net" which Simon was urging wou give Wall Street 
centralized control over internal policy decisions of 
European governments with respect to realizing what Simon 
called the most "stringent austerity. " Simon's last minute 
push for a fascist looting mechanism for Europe followed by 
one day the quiet, final passage by Congress of the Rodino
Edwards Municipal Bankruptcy Act. The bill will make New 
York City and other municipalities explicit bankers ' dic
tatorships when they default. 

The passaJ;(e of the fascist bankruptcy biJl on March 25 
makes the Atlanticists' immediate tactic explicit :  with a 
massive run on European currencies scheduled by the New 
York banks to commence March 29,  Wall Street will move to 
force both the Europeans and the U .S .  Congress to accept 
Simon's safety net - a global Big MAC. New York City will 
emerge as the exemplary model of this planned bankers; 
dictatorship. . 

The Atlanticists ' fascist push is also forcing the issue in the 
paralyzed U.S .  Congress, where the typical view that no 
significant legislation will be enacted until November 5 is 
now converging on the reality that the world economy is 
about to bust . The Simon "safety net" scheme and its com
panion piece, the increasingly discredited fascist Humphrey
Hawkins bill and the Rodino-Edwards Act, not only expose 
the Atlantic ist explicit cravings for fascism - with or 
without a "human face" - but will also call the question on a # 
reluctant Congress . The Atlanticists have helped make the 
choices for the legislators crystal clear : The U.S .  Congress 
will be a battleground this week in which both the Atlanticist 
call for fascism and the working class demand for real debt 
moratorium legislation and adoption of the U.S .  Labor 
Party's International Development Bank proposal will be on 
the table. 

Simon's Eleventh Hour Plea 
Treasury Secretary Simon's eleventh hour testimony 

before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee was ac
companied by extreme arm-twisting typified by an 
hysterical concurrent resolution initiated by Senator Edward 
Brooke (R-Mass) and cosigned by Senators Humphrey (D
Minn), Domenici (R-NM) ,  Fong (R-Hawaii) and Case (R
NJ) . The Brooke resolution warned that if the OECD "safety 
net" is not quickly passed, the Western European trouble 
spot, Italy, would go "Communist ."  Claiming that the 
existence of NATO is at stake , the resolution charged that 
without the "safety net ," the Communist Party of Itaill-Wouid 
enter the government and subvert it. Under this pI'l'!ssure , 
Case who had been fingered by the State Department as the 
swing vote in the committee, not only indicated he would vote 
for the safety net bill but signed the resolution. 



Simon, accompanied by his top goons Gerald Parsky, 
Assistant Secretary for Monetary Affairs , and Charles 
Robinson, Undersecretary of State for Economic Affairs, 
warned of the imminent European financial crisis and the 
necessity for the most "stringent austerity. "  In the question 
period the depth of the crisis was opened up . Senator 
Symington (D-Mo) responded, "I began becoming suspicious 
about all these guarantees years ago ."  "As we know, the 
federal government is in worse shape than New York City ."  
Case gave this reason for his  support of  the legislation, "I  
still want to  sound a somewhat sour note . . .  We may have to 
do these things to prevent the collapse of the capitalist 
system, but I don't like these things . . . " 

Congress Backs Off From Humphrey-Hawkins 
Counterbalancing the Wall Street lobbying push, Congress 

was beginning last week to be shaken out of its paralysis by a 
nationwide USLP, assault on the corporativist Humphrey
Hawkins bill. Key congressional offices of such legislators as 
Tip O'Neill (D-Mass) , majority leader of the House, and 
Abner Mikva (D-Ill) , indicated that they had originally 
sponsored the bill but were now having second thoughts. On 
the Senate side, Senators Stevenson' s  (D-Ill) and Tunney's 
(D-Calif) offices reported that they were opposed to the bill. 
With key layers of the Democratic Party deserting. the 
sinking fascist ship, the office of Rep. Henry Reuss (D-Wisc) , 
one of the official co-sponsors of the bill, said that the only 
lawmaker pushing the bill is Humphrey himself, and even 
Reuss was now backing off from it. (See special report on 
Labor Party mobilization against Humphrey-Hawkins) 

The original gameplan around the Humphrey Hawkins bill, 
according to Congressional circles, was to push the bill 
through the House and Senate by mid to late spring and have 
President Ford veto the legislation during the period of the 
Democratic and Republican conventions for maximum 
political effect. AFL-CIO sources reported that they had 
already concluded a deal on the Senate side for speedy 
passage. However, by the time the already crippled bill is 
heard by Rep. Daniels' (D-NJ) subcommittee on April 6 ,  the 
USLP mobilization has insured that there will be few 
Congressmen willing to openly join a crusade for the fascist 
legislation. 

Fight Over Confrontation With Soviets 
The faction fight in the Atlanticist ranks broke out under 

the extreme pressure of the March 31 roll-over deadline. 
Speaking in Dallas, March 22, Secretary of State Kissinger 
told the World Affairs Council that the U.S .  intends to 
provoke military confrontations "on the regional level" to 
halt Soviet and Cuban "expansionism . "  "The U.S .  will not 
accept further Cuban military intervention abroad" without 
retaliation, the Secretary declared. Administration 
spokesmen meanwhile " leaked" reports that high level 
discussions were taking place about action "contingencies" 
against Cuba. Kissinger himself refused to fule a possible 
U.S .  invasion� ' 

. Speaking at Lehigh University in Pennsylvania on March 
24, George Ball, the Lehman Brothers Wall Street strategist, 
outlined basic policy guidelines in opposition to the explicit 
Kissinger push toward walking the thermonuclear tightrope. 
Ball, responding to Kissinger's war threats Monday night in 
Dallas, called for the elimination of all proxy skirmishes 
such as Angola, and said that Western Europe is more im
portant to the U.S .  than the Third World, and that U.S .  vital 
interests are restricted to Europe, Japan and Israel.  
Following Kennedy's remarks to the Senate, Ball claimed 
that the essential U.S .  interests lay in strengthening the 
European Economic Community internally in order to stop 
the "anarchy in France and Italy. "  He also emphasized that 
the Italian and French Communist Parties have broken their 
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ties to "Moscow."  
On this signal, a section of  Harriman's desperate faction 

were activated to announce theu �Ul-llion lOf a . new era of 
containment" and to denounce Kissinger 's  aci, enturism and 
threats . Amidst an escalating barrage of press attacks on 
U .S .  foreign policy calling for Kissinger' s  head, the April 
issue of Foreign Affairs, the mouthpiece of the New York 
Council on Foreign Relations, charged Kissinger with 
complete policy failures in Angola, Italy and the Miildlp 

East. On cue, Harriman-controlled stable De:r' ;� ':l 

presidential candidates Senator Frank Church :mc! Jim:- , J  

Carter attacked Kissinger for irrespom : I-,le war 

provocations . On the congressional side, Senators McGovern 
(D-ND ) ,  and Clark (D-Iowa) ,  and Representatives Bingham 
(D-NY) and Rangel (D-NY) all launched broadsides into 
Kissinger. 

By the weekend the attacks expanded from Kissinger to his 
employer Vice-President Nelson Rockefeller. While 
Rockefeller was out of the country on a "world tour" 
Saturday's  Washington Post carried reports from Woodward 
and Bernstein's new book on Nixon 's  last days in the White 
House. Woodward and Bernstein, the key press conduits in 
the CIA's watergating of Nixon assert that Kissinger had 
taped all his phone calls in the White House and deposited 
them with Rockefeller for " safekeeping. "  Tommorrow's 
edition of Newsday and the Chicago Sun Times publishes 
exposes of illegal Rockefeller use of the New York State 
Police gestapo apparatus during his tenure as go"ernor. 

Under this multi-faceted institutional attack Rockefeller
Kissinger forces maintained a slim grip on the National 
Security Council and high-level State Department policy 
positions. principally through their continued manipulation 
of President Ford. After losing the North Carolina primary to 
Rockefeller-puppet Ronald Reagan, Ford was primed by his 
new Rockfeller-linked campaign manager Stuart Spencer to 
deliver an anti-detente, anti-Cuba speech in San Francisco 
yesterday in which he reiterated Kissinger's  threats about 
Cuba. 

Harriman, however, is instigating a series of high-level 
policy meetings involving nearly all pro-Harriman personel 
in the cabal this coming week which are aimed at finishing 
off the Kissinger confrontationist policy once and for all. Of 
significance, is a four day symposium sponsored by the 
Harriman-controlled American Assembly at Arden House in 
Harriman, N.Y.  on "U.S . -Soviet relations"  and trade with 
the Eastbloc . Attending will be Soviet and European 
specialists including think tanker Marshall Shulman, 
Trilateral Commission director and Soviet -"expert" 
Zbigniew Brzezinski , Kissinger' s  second-in-command at the 
State Department Helmut Sonnenfeldt, an4, Harriman 
himself. Following these policy discussions,  Averell will go on 
an organizing tour of Western Europe. 

The so-called policy debate is taking place in an unreal 
world . The Soviets have already made it clear that the im
position of Schachtian policy state regimes in Western 
Europe will go past their tripwire , and trigger a nuclear first 
strike on the U.S .  and Europe. The Ball-Harriman grouping 
contends that the Soviets can be tricked into accepting such 
conditions while NATO goes into a massive arms build-up. If 
that happens , by no later than 1977 they will be prepared to go 
to war to force the looting of the East Bloc for Wall Street. 
The "debate," in its most elementary form, is over whether 
to confront the Soviets now with an empty pistol or attempt to 
sneak fascism into the U.S .  and Western Europe through this 
year and confront the Soviets with a half-loaded pistol in 1 977. 
Therefore, both Atlanticist factions must be eliminated 
during the coming period of mass strikes in the U.S.  and 
Europe if the human race is to avoid nuclear annihilation. 
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Humphrey- Hawkins : Enabling 

Code for Fascism 

March 27 (IPS) - The "new" Full Employment and Bal� 
anced Growth Act (the Humphrey-Hawkins bill) , which has 
gone through at least three torturea revisions since its birth 
two years ago, now includes every aspect of the Atlanticists ' 
fascist, blueprint for the United States .  Besides establishing 
policies for full employment at forced-work "public service" 
jobs and for the expansion of military production, the bill is 
the backdoor implementation of various legislative proposals 
such as corporatist economic planning and the reorganiza
tiQn and centralization of the banking industry (known as the 
FINE study) which had previously died because of public 
opposition. 

Couched in the liberal rhetoric of achieving full employ
ment in the shortest period of time, the bill instead repre
sents a ruthless commitment to save the Atlanticists' de
cayed monetary structure, at the expense of all else. As Sen. 
Hubert Humphrey himself said at a March 18  conference 
heralding the reintroduction of the bill ,  " (Federal Reserve 
Chairman) Arthur Burns says 'My first job is to defend the 
banks, '  and I agree with Arthur ; if the banks in the U.S .  went 
kaput, that would end our system. I think Arthur Burns is a 
great man. " The next day, Arthur Burns repeated his call for 
the replacement of unemployment insurance and welfare 
with $50-a-week public service jobs . 

" But,"  says the self-deluded trade unionist or politician, 
� 'Humphrey-Hawkins doesn't call for $50-a-week jobs. In fact 
the bill even has a section which stipulates prevailing or 
minimum wage guidelines - whichever is higher. " True, 
Humphr"'y-Hawkins does not openly call for $50-a-week jobs : 
m'uch worse. 

Huml'!trey-Hawkins , which is supported by the leadership 
of most of the trade union movement, would destroy every 
single gain organized labor has made over the last 100 years . 
Humphrey-Hawkins establishes a Full E mployment Service 
which, by wiping out unemployment and welfare benefits, 
will create a non-union national labor pool of desperate 
unemployed workers who can be used as a scab force to 
break any strike and force unions to accept their contracts 
being ripped up. Workers in the ever-growing labor pool , 
under strict regimentation, will be constantly recycled at 
lower and lower wages into labor intensive jobs - until used 
up, thrown out and replaced by the next pool of unemployed. 
If Humphrey-Hawkins is enacted, it will not be long before 
the prevailing wage rate approaches Burns'  $50 per week 
slave labor wage "recommendation. "  

At the core of Humphrey-Hawkins i s  a n  absolutely bestial-
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ized conception o f  human labor power. To the fascist authors 
of Humphrey-Hawkins , human labor power is mechanical 
energy - of the kind one gets from a steam engine or a draft 
horse. Throughout the bill, labor is treated as a quantifiable, 
fixed commodity, to be allocated or replaced as so many 
spare parts . One of the more vicious passages of the bill, Sec . 
107(a) calls for "programs and policies in the Full Employ
ment and Balanced Growth Plan for increasing the supply of 
goods,  services, Labor and capital in structually tight 
markets . "  (Emphasis added. )  

As any competent industrial capitalist understands, the 
real productivity of labor i>ower depends upon the material 
and cultural level of workers, including both living and work
ing conditions as well as training and education, which com
bine to permit labor that quality of thought necessary to work 
with new and advanced technologies - the explicit concep
tual basis of the U.S .  Labor Party's  E mergency Employment 
Act. Humphrey-Hawkins , by contrast, is committed to pre
serving $800 billion of financiers ' paper IOU's .  If enacted it 
will halt potential capital investments in technology and 
destroy industries and human beings in labor-intensive ef
forts to service that debt. 

I. THE CORPORATE STATE 
The Atlanticists' defense of the monetary structure today 

necessitates the same kind of economic "reforms" that 
Hjalmar Schacht implemented during his term as Nazi Eco
nomic Czar. Central to this is national planning, 
total government control of credit . manpower and resource 
allocation, and the liquidation of "excess' : or "non
competitive" sectors of the economy and populatlOns . 

A. Sec. 104 (a): National Planning 
" . .  :The President shall transmit to the Congress a pro

posed  F u l l  E m p loyment  a n d  B a l a n c e d  Growth 
Plan . . .  (which) shall propose, in quantitative and qualitative 
terms,  and for the number of years feasible, long-term 
national goals related to full employment, production, pur
chasing power, and other essential priority purposes . . .  " 

What it Means 
" Balanced growth" and national economic planning once 

comprised a separate bill sponsored by Humphrey and 
Rockefeller's pet Senator from New York, Jacob Javits , until 
the USLP exposed its Atlanticist supporters' claims that 
national economic planning was " fascism with a human 
face. " The Initiatives Committee for National Economic 
Planning (ICNEP) , the publishers of a document calling for 
"fascism with a human face, " are now gloating that the new 



· Humphrey-Hawkins will slip "national planning" i� through 
the back door. (See accompanying interview with ICNEP 
Director Myron Sharpe. )  

The Plan. which will be  formulated by  the President's 
Council of Economic Advisors and the Office of Management 
of the Budget, will be reviewed by an Advisory Committee 
before the President submits it to Congress. This 1 2-man 
body has an outright fascist structure, to consist of 12 ap
pointed members from "business, labor and consumer inter
ests ."  

Like the original ICNEP bill, Humphrey-Hawkins makes 
no mention of "enforcement" mechanisms. Also like the 
ICNEP bill, Humphrey-Hawkins' "secret" enforcement is 
located in the so-called Advisory Committee. According to 
Sec. 109 : "The Advisory Committee is authorized to extablish 
regional or industrial advisory sub-committees to furnish 
advice and assistance to it. Each Subcommittee shall consist 
of at least one member of the Advisory Committee and shall 
be broadly representative of the particular region or industry 
including business, labor and consumer interests. "  The Ad
visory Committee is thus designed to duplicate itself at many 
levels, permeating the society with corporatist structures for 
"self-enforcement" of the fascist plan. 

The Plan will also subordinate all government spending, 
monetary, and employment policies to its corporatist goals. 
Through mandated (though not specifically legislated) credit 
and anti-trust reforms. private industry could potentially be 
forced under the heel of the Plan. 
B. · Sec. 104 (e) : MiUtary Production and Energy Boon
doole. : GoaISDf Humphrey-Hawkins 

" ( 1 )  development of energy. transportation, food, small 
· business, and environmental improvement policies and pro
. grams for full employment and balanced economic growth, 
and required also to combat inflation by meeting full econo
mic ievels of demand. 

" (2) the quality and quantity of health care, education, day 
care and housing essential to a full employment economy and 
moving gradually toward adequacy for all at costs within 
their means 
" (3) Federal aid to state and local governments, especially 

fol'" public investment and unemployment related costs 

" (4) National defense and other needed international pro
grams ; and 

" (5 )  such other priority policies and programs as the 
President deems necessary. " (Emphasis added. )  . 

What It Means 
In compact form, this is the Atlanticists ' horrifying blue

print for the U.S.  economy - military production, back
breaking energy or railroad work-gang "public work" proj
ects. genocidal cuts in social services and the creation of a 
virtual unemployment industry. (The latter will be dealt with 
at length in the second section of this report. )  

The nature of  the energy and transportation projects in 
section ( 1 )  require some clarification. Those projects must 

· parallel exactly the "pyramidenbau" or useless "pyramid
building" slave-labor projects of Nazi Germany. While 
Humphrey-Hawkins itself is a broad guideline and does not 
specify how these "pyramids" will be built. Representatives 
Johri Conyers (D-Mich) and Richard Ottinger (D-NY) have 
already introduced specific companion legislation for speci
fic energy and transportation projects. Repairing railroad 
beds and developing such alternative forms of energy as coal 
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gasification and solar power are aU outmoded labor-intens
ive technologies . demanding huge pools of brute-force ·labor. 
As long as the authors of Humphrey-Hawkins hold to their 
commitment to prop up the existing debt structure . they 
must avoid revolutionary new technologies such as fus ion 
power that would bankrupt existing paper titles.  

. C. Sec. 106 (a) (3) : Banking Reorganization 
"Monetary policy (is) designed to assure such rat (· (I f 

growth in the Nation's money supply, such interest rates, and 
such credit availability. including policies of credit reform, 
allocation and international capital flows as are conducive to 
achieving and maintaining full employment. ' ;"(Emphasis 
adde� . )  

What It Means 
This is backdoor implementation of the notorious 

' ' 'FINE' '  plan for the Mussolini-style reorganization and 
centralization of the banking industry originally supported 
by Rep. Henry Reuss (D-Wisc) and which is currently dying 
an unlamented death in the House Banking Committee. 
Clothed into the radical verbiage of anti-banking regulations • .  
the bill will instead be used to ensure other capitalists' sub
mission to the Third Reich schemes of the Atlanticists . Using 
their central control of credit allocation, Wall Street can 
bludgeon other industries into acceptance of military produc
tion. useless energy projects, etc . and can destroy necessary 
productive industry. 
D. Sec. 107 (a) (d) (4) : Control of Resources 

The Plan will make "provision for an export licensing 
mechanism for food and other critical materials when the 
national well-being is threatened . . .  and the establishment of 
stockpile reserves of food and other critical materials in 
order to meet emergencies . . .  and to maintain reasonable 
price stability . . .  " 

What It Means 
The implication of food control through created food stock

piles to discipline the working-class is obvious. Beyond that, 
both the resource allocation and credit policies of Sec . 107 
outlined above are exactly parallel to those policies in Nazi 
Germany which allowed Schacht and his corporate backers 
to control the economy. Schacht's worthless MEFO bills, 
based on military production, were first given "value" by 
liquidating and looting productive industries through the 
manipulation of credit and resources.  and funnelling the loot 
into the Krupp and Thyssen armaments works : Once these 
auto-cannibalistic policies had reached the limit of the avail
able loot within Germany. the Nazis and their arms pro
ducer-controllers were forced to look for loot beyond their 
borders , necessitating World War II and the "final solution. " 
The same economic policies today. geared to military pro
duction as Humphrey-Hawkins stipulates , must force World 
War III by 1977. 

II. NAZI LABOR FRONT 

The third priority policy referenced above, in Sec. 104, the 
establishment of a public-service unemployment industry, is 
the backbone of the Wall Street domestic fascist policy, 
Humphrey-Hawkins establishes a Full E mployment Office in 
the Department of Labor whiCh creates a centrally-con
trolled manpower apparatus . Humphrey-Hawkins contains 
implicit manpower provisions which not even the Nazis were 
able to implement until 1935-36 , several years into their rule. 

The Nazi Employment Service Board (ESB) was actually. 
created in 1 922 under the Weimar ReDublic and was brQASf-



ened in 1927 to incorporate the state unemployment systems.  
In 1934, under the Nazjs.  the same structure was ex

panded. The ESB was given the power to cut off all income 
maintenance if a worker refused particular employment. 
The ESB controlled the hiring and firing of all youth (under 
25) , and controlled all new apprenticeship programs. It 
wasn't  until 1 935-36, that these powers were fully centralized 
and it wasn't until 1938, that the ESB was given open worker 
conscription powers "to fill the holes" in various industries . 

Humphrey-Hawkins TODAY creates a centralized Full 
Employment Office with sweeping powers that converge on 
and in several cases created a more comprehensive "ESB" 
system. 
A. Sec. 206 : The Full Employment Service 

"There is established with the Department of Labor a Full 
Employment Office (FEO) . . .  employment opportunities 
shall be provided by the President through reservoirs of fed
erally operated public employment projects and private non 
profit employment projects approved by the Secretary of 
Labor. The nature of such reservoirs of employment projects 
shall be determined in conjunction with the policies and pro
grams of the Full Employment Office. " 

I\. The FEO will make the " initial determination . . .  of the 
job-seekers ' ability to be employed at certain types and dura
tion of work so that he or she may be appropriately referred 
jobs, training, counseling, and other supportive services ."  

The FEO will establish "appropriate eligibility criteria to 
limit access to the programs authorized . . .  including but not 
limited to such criteria as household income, duration of 
employment and refusal to accept or hold a job which pays . . .  
the prevailing wage, a s  determined b y  the Secretary of 
Labor . . .  or fair rates of compensation . . .  Compliance with 
the requirements . . .  relating to a person's  eligibility for as
sistance may be satisfied by an affidavit . . .  if such a person 
knowingly provides false information in any such affidavit, 
he or she shall be ineligible for any assistance under this sec
tion of work so that he or she may be appropriately referred 
to jobs , training, counseling, and other supportive services. "  

What it Means 
With centralized powers far greater than those of the 

Nazi 's  ESB in 1933, the FEO holds life-and-death control over 
public service job eligibility. Refusal to accept an offered 
job, perhaps in the Rocky Mountains, or on the Alaskan pipe
line, can result in being dropped from the program. As was 
the case with the Nazi ESB,  fairlue to comply with require
ments can open a worker up for prosecution. 
B. Sec. 205: Youth Employment Programs 

"A comprehensive youth program (will be created) which 
(will) . . .  fully coordinate youth employment activities with 
other employment and manpower programs . . .  develop a 
smoother transition from school to work by fostering a more 
effective partnership between educational and employment 
institutions . . .  develop realistic methods for combining train
ing with work, including APPRENTICESHIP and on-the-job 
training . . .  and provide job opportunities in a variety of tasks 
including conservation, public service activities, inner city 
clean-up and rehabilitation . . .  " 

What it Means 
Youth are afforded special attention under Humphrey

Hawkins . The calls for apprenticeship and "work-study" pro
vide Wall Street with the capability for cycling ever 
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younger and younger children into workers jobs at "ap
prentice" level wages. The Civilian Conservation Corps of 
the New Deal (which at the time was compared to Nazi pro
grams) is nearly recreated at slave-level wages. 

C. Sec. 207 : Ending Welfare and Unemployment 
" . . .  adequate attention will be given to . . .  substituting work 

for income maintenance to the maximum extent feasible, 
taking account of the need for adequateincome maintenance 
among those who cannot be brought within full employment 
policy. " 

What it Means 
The ability to end unemployment and welfare benefits 

gives the Full Employment Office virtual conscription 
powers. This is approximately the situation today in Ohio and 
North Carolina, where falsification of unemployment figures 
has resulted in a cutoff of extended unemployment benefits 
for tens of thousands of workers. In Ohio, 50,000 workers who 
will be thrown off the unemployment roles on April 3 will 
probably not be able to get onto the state' s  welfare program 
because it is alreadY near bankrupt. These workers are to be 
the cannon-fodder for Humphrey's "reservoirs of em
ployment projects ."  
D. Sec. 420 : Wage Guidelines 

Persons are to be "paid equal wages for equal work," and 
"such policies create a net increase in employment through 
work that would not otherwise be done . . .  persons . . .  be paid 
wages not lower than whichever is highest of -

" (A) the minimum wage would be applicable under the 
Fair labor Standards Act of 1938 . . .  

" (B)  the State or local minimum wage for the most nearly 
comparable covered employment ; 

" (C) in the case of employers which are States, political 
subdivisions , local education agencies , public institutions of 
higher education, or other public agencies or institutions , the 
prevailing rates of pay . . .  " 

What it Means 
Arthur Burns , whom Hubert Humphrey thinks is "a great 

man," wants unemployment insurance ended immediately 
and its replacement by the kind of jobs nobody would want. 
Trade union bureaucrats and other fools who believe that 
section 402 will guard against Burns' demand need only look 
at the comparable language in the enacted Comprehensive 
Employment Training Act (CETA) of 1 973. So as not to place 
individuals in work which "would otherwise be done,"  cities 
and states have simply changed the job classification titles of 
municipal jobs and placed CET A workers in the jobs of laid- , 
off city employees at lower wages.  In banker-run New York 
City, between 7000 and 10,000 CETA employees are now work
ing in formerly-unionized municipal j obs at approximately 
two-thirds the rate of pay of the former municipal em
ployees . 

E. Sec. 107 : Regimentation and Relocation 

Policies will be established for 
" (5) encouragement to labor and management to increase 

productivity within the national framework of full em-
ployment . . .  and 

. 

" (3)  programs and policies in the Full Employment and 
Balanced Growth Plan for increasing the supply of goods , 
service, Labor and capital in structurally tight markets , with 
particular emphasis on energy and food . . .  " 



What it MeaM 
The first provision which goes hand-in-hand with the estab

lishment of an Advisory Committee on Full Employment and . 
Balanced Growth with regional and industrial subcom. 
mittees. provides the top-down framework enforcing brutal
izing speedup and dehumanizing "co-participation" on in
dustry-wide bases. 

Section 3 reintroduces the hated labor relocation provi
sions. which the U.S. Labor Party smashed two years ago in 
the form of the National Employment Priorities Act. From 
the language of the bill. proposed " Project Independence" 
Rocky Mountain coal ga.ification projects where workers 
will claw low-grade coal out of the earth. might be one such 
"structurally tight" market. 

DI.CONCLUSIONS 
"Federal tax policy (will be) cOMistent with expenditure. 

levels . . .  necessary to balance the Federal budget or create a 
surplus under conditions of full production . . .  and to restrain 
excessive economic activity and infiation . . .  . .  

What it Means 
In order to balance the budget or to create a surplus in the 

current depression. a tax policy as outlined above could only 
mean massively increased taxation of individuals an� cor-
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porations - straightforward looting of the population and of 
productive capital. 
B. Sec. 204 (2) : The National "Big Mac" 

Funding for the reservoirs of employment and other pro
grams will come from "capitalization through public stock 
(and) stock purchases by State governments . local govern
ments. and businesses that benefit the program . . .  • •  

What it Means 

The creation of further worthless paper to fund either 
energy boondoggles or military production. to be sopped up 
by the cities and industries will further increase the indebt
edness of the cities and industries. 

Since Congress is subject to the tugs and pulls of its 
working-class and industrial capitalist constituents it could 

not actually legislate this mammoth fascist structure into 
existence. The Humphrey-Hawkins bill provides a broad 
mandate for the President to prepare the specific annual pro
grams which will implement the entire body of legislation. 
The only politicians . besides Rockefeller. who would dare to 
implement .this fascist atrocity. is Humphrey. the darling of 
Wall Street. who has all but announced his intention to run for 
the Presidency. 



SPECIAL REPORT 

IPS INTER VIEW 

ICNEP Director: 

We'l l Sneak Hum phrey-Hawkins Through 

NEW YORK, March 27 (IPS) - The following are excerpts 
from an interview with Myron Sharpe, executive coordinator 
of the Initiative Committee for Na tional Economic Planning 
(ICNEP).  The committee which includes among its mem
bers United Autoworkers President Leonard Woodcock 
distributed documents in British-published Challenge 
magazine caJJing for "fascism with a human face. " Under 
Sharpe 's direction ICNEP last year drafted the Humphrey
sponsored "Balanced Growth and National Planning Act, " 
which was subsequently dropped. The provisions of that act 
ha ve been reincorporated in the ominibus fascist Humphrey
Ha wkins bill (see accompanying report) . The interview, 
which was conducted March 23, was made a vaiJable to IPS 
by a student journalist. 

Q :  In the winter of 1 975, ICNEP's  proposals for national 
economic planning were submitted to the Senate in the form 
of legislation sponsored by Senators Hubert Humphrey (D
Minn) and Jacob Javits (R-NY) How does the current 
Humphrey-Hawkins bill compare to the original ICNEP 
measure? 
Sharpe: The current Humphrey-Hawkins bill is a merger of 
the Humphrey-Javits legislation and the earlier form of the 
Humphrey-sponsored full employment act. The new bill 
seeks to guarantee full employment with price stability. 
However, the bill does not call for a separate economic 
planning board as under Humphrey-Javits . The same pur
pose·will be accomplished under an expanding, more broadly 
functioning Presidential Council of Economic Advisors. 
When the legislation is approved by Congress ,  the President 
and the Cabinet, the Congress is expected to grant the 
Council full planning powers under the bill .  
Q :  Does the Initiative Committee actively support the 
legis lation? 

Sharpe: ICNEP no longer officially supports any 'specific 
piece of legislation. 
Q :  But you must have discussed the bill and its provision with 
legislators and public officials? 
Sharpe: Yes, we have gone over the bill in numerous 
discussions. We now work in an advisory capacity to both 
Senaiors Humphrey and Javits , as well as Sen. John Glenn 
(D-Ohio) and Rep. Richard Bowling (D-Mich. ) .  
Q :  How would you estimate support for the legislation? 
Sharpe: As we see it, the AFL-CIO is fully behind it, the 
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Congressional Black Caucus is strong in support on the basis 
of its full employment provisions (of course they are en
couraged by caucus member Hawkins . )  A number of 
religious groups support the bill for humanitarian reasons. 
Now, the House leadership is sold in its support but the. 
Senate is altogether more shaky ; we're not yet certain what 
that line-up will be. 
Q: With the type of national planning specified in the 
legislation won't its supporters meet with criticism as fas
cists from the left and socialists from the conservatives? 
Sharpe: Planning per se will not be an issue in the campaign 
to get the legislation enacted. The focus of the campaign will 
be solid 'bread and butter' issues like full employment and 
stable prices . Workers will support the Humphrey-Hawkins 
bill on this basis . Workers can no more understand plannin� 
than they understand ( late British economist John Maynard) 
Keynes, but they will support these issues which they can 
understand. 
Q :  What are the bread and butter issues for New York City? 
Sharpe : The legislation will provide long-range financing of 
capital projects. It wil l  put people back to work. . 
Q :  Will these capital projects be similar to those proposed by 
Municipal Assistance Corporation Director Felix RohatYD 
last week (Rohatyn la�t week proposed that ghetto areas of 
the city should be razed, black-topped and filled with new 
industrial parks) ?  
Sharpe: This is precisely the emphasis of the legislation. 
There will be no provision for debt-service financing ; the 
approach will be stimulative . Employment opportunities for 
unemployed urban dwellers can be created outside of the city 
as well . Many urban unemployed would be happy to relocate 
if new jobs were available. 
Q: How will the planning of specific projects get underway? 

Sharpe: Individual cities , and groups like ICNEP,  as well as 
the President and Congress can call for regional and national 
employment targets . Plans can then be laid for employment 
projects in cities and in rural areas, auxilliary to the Hum
phrey-Hawkins bill. 
Q: How do you see the strategy for passage of the legislation 
in Congress? 
Sharpe: The bil l  should make it through both the House and 
Senate in several months . Should Ford veto it, it will stand as 
a major issue for Senator Humphrey's own presidential 
campaign (should he mount one) . 



SPEC IAL REPO R·T 

Opposition to Humphrey-Hawkins 

in U . S . is Overwhelming 

' March 28 (IPS) - This weekend the U.S .  Labor Party will 
put one million leaflets in the United States in circulation, 
targetting any congressman who supports Humphrey-Haw
kins legislation as a Nuremberg criminal to be removed from 
office in the November, 1976 election. These leaflets will be 
distributed in 25 states, concentrating on key industrial areas 
such as the Detroit auto complex, Chicago Steel, the Ohio 
steel, electrical and machine tool concentrations on the east 
coast, with special attention to municipal workers and the 
unemployed. 

Congressmen who consider themselves to be labor-based 
will be the first targets of the U.S.  Labor Party's drive to des
troy Humphrey-Hawkins, including Reps. Rostenkowski, 
Collins, Metcalfe, Russo, Conyers, Diggs , Brodhead, Ashley, 
Gradison, Jacobs, Carney, John and Philip Burton, Dellums, 
Adams, Pritchard, Hicks, Meeds, Sarasin, Daniels, Rodino, 
Patten, Drinan, 0' Neill, Dodd, LaFalce, Hanley, Dent, 
Moorhead, Edgar, Green, Eilberg, Rooney, Duncan, Rails
back, Sarbanes, Mitchell, Long, Abzug, Rangel, Badillo, and 
Chisolm. With an estimated 2500 calls a week to congres
sional district offices generated in two days, the circulation 
of the U.S. Labor Party mass leaflet will increase calls to tar
getted district congressional offices exponentially. 

The mass of U.S. workers whom Congressmen tamely 
refer as "constituents" are enraged by what they call 
Humphrey's "chain gang" legislation. The Labor Party's 

_ mass leaflet identifies Humphrey's latest scheme as what 
' UAW president Leonard Woodcock advocated last year as 

"Fascism with a Human Face." The U.S .  Labor Party has 
learned that Woodcock's reported " unanimous" endorse-

• !pent of the Humphrey Hawkins legislation at the UAW's Col
lective Bargaining Conference in Detroit last week came 
from a vote from which a full two-thirds of the delegates ab
stained. On the basis of one third who voted, Woodcock pro
claimed the UA W endorsement "unanimous" and ordered 
petitions, rallies and other trappings to kick off the Nazi 
labor front organizing. 

In Chicago, the reaction of leading industrialist spokesmen 
to the Labor Party's threat to capture the industral 
working class of the Midwest by offering the only opposition 
to Humphrey-Hawkins has been more astute than that of 
most congressmen. Dr. Beryl Sprinkel, executive vice
president and top economist for Harris Bank and Trust called 
a highly um:sual press conference to denounce the Humphrey 
Hawkins bill to more than twenty top midwest reporters as 
"The most potentially dangerous bill to come out of Congress 
in twenty years . . .  Passage of the bill . . .  would be a reckles� 
experimentation with national resources . "  

Sen Adlai Stevenson <D-IlI : )  has made his opposition to 
Humphrey Hawkins known,  whi le Rep. Abner Mikva's (0-
III) district office is reporting Mikva ' s  opposition to Hum
phrey Hawkins as "Mikva is for full employment, but not 
that kind of full employment ."  The opposition of Chicago 
industrialist- linked forces to Humphrey's s lave labor bill can 
also be understood from the point of view that numbers of 
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midwest corporations are now investigating the immediate 
feasibility of fusion energy technology. 

In Rep. Madden's Gary, Ind. Inland Steel district,: 
1 00 New Solidarity newspapers were sold yesterday in an 
unprecedented response to the Humphrey-Hawkins cam
paing. Radiating from the U.S.  Labor Party's penetration at 
Inland steel , highly-placed Indiana Black Caucus officials . 
are now seriously discussing the USLP debt moratorium and



E mergency Employment Act (EEA) legislation as an 
alternative. In Rep. Clay's St. Louis district, one 
irritated worker reversing Humphrey's statement of last." 
week : "There will be social revolution if Humphrey Hawkins 
is enacted . . .  " In Milwaukee, a USLP leaflet targetting Hum
phrey co-sponsor Rep. Reuss as a Nuremberg criminal to
gether with Sen. Gaylord Nelson is generating hundreds of 
calls from skilled working class concentrations in Racine. 
Kenosha and

.
Milwaukee itself. • _ _  • 

In Rep. Ford's Detroit Dearborn Heights, Mich district. 
workers were so enraged to learn of Ford's support for Hum
phrey Hawkins that in a three.hour evening walking tour 
there on March 21 ,  502 copies of New Solidarity and no EEA 
copies were sold with 235 signatures gathered to put USLP 
presidential candidate Lyndon H. LaRouche on the ballot. 
Such neighborhood walking tours with USLP candidates will 
be duplicated across the United States in the coming weeks. 

Union officials who mediate congressional labor support 
will also be put under intense pressure. Calls made yesterday 
to Buffalo area UAW officials showed that UAW region 
nearly unanimous in backing off any support of the Wood
cock-endorsed Humphrey legislation. Nevertheless, the 
USLP will target "Good Germans"· in the UAW and in Con
gress who oppose this Nazi labor front legislation but won't 
do anything to stop it. Yesterday, the USLP began the 
campaign against Good Germans with a leaflet targetting 
Jordan Sims, president of UAW 961 at Eldon Gear and Axle, 
who has simply refused to make his opposition to the bill 
active. 

-

In Toledo, Rep. Ashley received 60 calls yesterday from 
workers enraged at statistical manipulations which will 
force 50,000 unemployed Ohio workers to scramble for 
welfare on April 3. New Solidarity sales hit four times normal 
levels at Toldeo Jeep, where workers hung out the windows to 
hear briefings on Humphrey Hawkins. 

One hundred ten calls were placed to Washington congress
men yesterday largely by skilled Boeing workers from Ren- · 
ton, where 95 copies of New Solidarity were sold yesterday. 
Workers were eager to discuss Humphrey's latest trick, of
fering "I 'm for Humphrey . . .  I 'm for getting him right off the 
ballot. You've got to stop him. "  At a Seattle Unemployment 
center, an employee was sent outside to plead with Labor 
Party organizers to stop selling New Solidarity because . 
workers inside were enraged at the-prospect of a cutoff of 
unemployment benefits and forced slave labor. 

Despite the location of the advanced Boeing complex in his 
district with its highly-skilled laid off workers who refuse to 



tolerate any approximation of WPA-type jobs, Rep.  Joel 
Pritchard has not yet made up his mind on the Humphrey 
Hawkins bill according to his district office. Rep. Brock . 
Adams' office reported more sensibly that they found 
"Sections of the bill frightening and extraordinary . . .  it is 
difficult to imagine any congressmen supporting it. "  Two 
weeks ago, the Washington State Legislature's  Financial 
Institutions Committee nearly passed the USLP's EEA, with . 
old-line Democrats including Reps.  Ceccarelli and Bagnariol 
and Republican Reps. Pardini and Blair voting for the EEA. 
With the now overwhelming working class support, it is anti
cipated that a second coalition of old-line Democrats , 

. Republicans and industrialists will seize on the fascist Hum
phrey-Hawkins legislation as the weapon to destroy coun
terinsurgent Democrats such as Rep. Lloyd Meeds. 

In San Francisco on March 22, three USLP organizers took 
over a 1 ,000 person Service Employees International Union 
meeting with a briefing on the threatened municipal layoffs 
aJll:l.:��umphrey Hawkins recycling. With open Teamster and 

� International Longshoremens Workers Union (ILWU) sup
lort, the SEIU March 31 contract deadline may turn into a 
general strike demanding no layoffs or recycling from Rep.  
Phil and John Burton, Dellulms and avowed Humphrey
Hawkins supporter Rep. Don Edwards. 

In Kannapolis, N.C. ,  Congressman Hefner is attempting to 
2>ostpone_ taki�g a position on Humphrey Hawkins, along with 
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Congressmen Neal and Preyor. Rank-and-file textile union 
pressure on the issue has already forced TWUA president 
i<'reeman to begate the USLP. Senator Morgan's district . 
office, initially responding that Morgan would wait to hear 
the floor debate on the bill, changed its mind and called 
Washington for an immediate answer when informed that 
USLP polls in North Carolina found 90 per cent worker op
position. 

Yesterday Rep. Long's  Bethlehem Steel district in 
Baltimore, 50 New Solidarities and 23 EEAs were sold. 
Three USWA officials met at the distribution ·stated their 
opposition to Humphrey Hawkins because of its slave labor 
provisions . 

In Boston, Rep.  - Moakley's Dorchester district is 
being mobilized by several municipal workers who bought 
multiple copies of New Solidarity on a walking tour on 
Monday, pledging to "Give Moakley 24 hours to denounce 
Humphrey Hawkins . "  In a similar South Philadelphia walk
ing tour, 100 people agreed to call Congressman Barrett as 90 . 
New Solidarity and 23 EEAs were sold in two hours . Brook
lyn, N.Y. Radio station WNYC approached the Labor Party 
this week commenting that its analysis of the Humphrey
Hawkins legislation is entirely correct and is not attempting 
to set up a debate between the Labor Party and Brooklyn 
Humphrey-Hawkins supporter Rep. Shirley Chisholm . .  



SPECIAL R E PORT 

How Congress Lines U p  -on 

Humphrey-Hawkins Bill 

The following is a partial picture of how Congress is lining 
up on the Humphrey-Hawkins bill. What is reported here are 
the "official" positions of congressmen and their offices. 

Co-Sponsors of the Bill 

Senator Hubert Humphrey (D-Mich) '  
Senator Harrison Williams (D-NJ) 
Representative Augustus Hawkins (D-Calif) 
Representative Charles Rangel (D-NY) 
Representative Martin Russo (D-Chicago) 
Representative Lloyd Meeds (D-Wash) 
�epresentative John Moss (D-Calif) 

Supporting the Bill 

Senator Henry Jackson (D-Wash. )  
Senator Frank Church (D-Idaho) 
Representative Morris Udall (D-Ariz. )  

- Representative Shirley Chisholm (D-NY) 
Representative Robert Drinan (D-NY) 
Representative Robert Edgar (D-Pa. )  
Representative John Burton (D-San Francisco) 
Representative Phil Burton (D-San Francisco) 
Representative Don Edwards (D-San Jose, Calif. ) 
Representative William D. Ford (D-Mich) 
Representative Norman Mineta (D-San Jose) 
Representative Dan Rosentowski (D-Chicago) 
Representative Ralph Metcalfe (D-Chicago) 
Representative John Dent (D-Pa . )  
Representative Michael Harrington (D-Mass) 
Representative Parren Mitchell (D-Baltimore , Md. ) 
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Representative Ronald Dellums (D-Oakland, Calif) 
Representative Phillip Burton (D-San Francisco) -
Representative Marvin Esch (R-Ann Arbor, Mich) 
Representative Henry Nowak (0-Buffalo) 

Against the Bill 

Senator Adlai Stevenson (D-Ill . ) 
Representative Abner Mikva (D-Evanston, Ill) 
Representative Brock Adams (D-Seattle)  
Representative Ronald Sarasin (R-Conn) 
Representative Yvonne Burke (D-Los Angeles) 
Representative Jim Martin (R-Charlotte, N .C . )  
Senator Russell Long (D-La) 
Senator James Abourezk (D-SD) 

, 

Representative Stephen Neal (D-Winston Salem, NC) 
Representative Virginia Smith (R-Neb) 
Senator John Tunney (D-Calit) 
Representative Robert (Tip) O'Neill (D-Cambridge, Mass) 
Representative Edwin Eshleman (R-Lancaster, Pa. )  

Good Germans 

Representative Floyd V. Hicks (D-Tacoma, Wash) 
Representative Stephen Solarz (D-Brooklyn, NY) 
Representative Richard Ottinger (D-NY) 
Representative Mario Biaggi (D-Bronx, NY) 
Representative Joseph Addabbo (D-Queens , NY) 
Representative Edward Boland (D-Springfield, Mass) 
Representative Cordiss Collins (D-Chicago) 
Representative Leo Ryan (D-San Francisco) 
Senator Robert Morgan (D-NC) 
Representative Joel Pritchard (R-Seattle) 
Representative Charles Mosher (R-Oberlin, Ohio) 
Representative Lawrence Preyer (D-Greensboro, N.C.)  
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SPECIAL REPORTt 

Testimony of Treasury Secretary 
Wil l iam E.  Simon Before the 

Senate Foreig n Relations Com m ittee 
March 27 (IPS) - The following are excerpts from official 
transcripts of Secretary of the Treasury William E. Simon's 
testimony yesterday before the Senate Foreign Relations 
C4Hamittee on the porposed legislation authorizing U.S. 
participation in an international "sa/ety net" mechanism to 
I/ftvide emergency bailout loans to near bankrupt West 
auropean na tions. (See International Markets Newsletter) . 
Reports of the Secretary's testimony and the subsequent 
revealing exchanges between Mr. Simon and various 
Senators ha ve thus far been blacked out of the U.S. and 
W.,tern European press. 

. .  . 1  will focus remarks today 'on two main questions of 
concern and whether the design adequately safeguards U.S .  
financial interests . 

. 

. . .  Need . .  . is more critical now than when first proposed . . .  
but the prospects for its establishment are clouded by doubtS 
abroad about our own interest and commitment . . .  

. . .  Countries have succeeded thus far i n  avoiding resort to 
begaar-thy-neighbor and protectionist practices. But the 
challenge remains. 

The support fund is a mlltual insurance mechanism . . .  
(protectionist practices) once started,  such actions could 
qllickly spread, with disastrous consequences . . .  It will pro
vide assurance to an individual participant that if it cannot 
obtain needed funds elsewhere on reasonable terms - and on 
the condition that it accept energy and economic policy 
conditions designed to correct its problems - the needed 
financing will be available . . .  

. . .  The market has done its job - and the total financing 
need within the OECD area was greatly, though temporarily, 
reduced last year by the world recession. 

But �djustment has not proceeded rapidly enough or at an 
even pace within the OECD area. 

While corrective action may now be underway, there may 
be a lag in the markefs perception of that adjustment ; and in 
those cases , adequate financing from existing sources may 
not be guaranteed. Recent exchange market disturbances 
provide a forceful illustration that a sense of complacency is 
not justified. 

What is required is a judicious combination of internal 
adjustment, external adjustment, and financing. The pro
vision of financing must be accompanied by energy and eco
nomic policies that get at the source of countries financial 
p�lems. 

(i!j-incipal Features of the Financial Support Fund) 
. .  .It is an insurance mechanism. Countries must demon

strate that they have made the fullest appropriate use of 
alternative sources of financing. They must accept energy 
and econ?I? ic p�licy conditions . . .  which will be set by ' 
finance mInisters In the other participating countries. 

S!�nd, �e U.S. will have a major voice, in many cases a 
ftelslve vOice . . .  All decisions will require a two-thirds ma
jority w�th a quota and voting share of 27 .8  per cent.J'he U.S. , 
along With one or two other countries,  will be able to prevent 
loan proposals it does not favor. Loans above a country's 
quota and less than twice its quota will  require a 90 per cent 
vote, and loans of larger amounts will require a unanimous 
vote :. . 20 

Third, the fund rests fundamentally on the sharing of risk 
. . .  the burdens of financing and risk will not fall  to countries 
in a strong position at the time financing is needed. 

Fourth, the support fund is not a foreign aid gimmick, or a 
soft loan facility . . .  Maturities will be medium-term, not be
yond seven years . Interest charges will be based on market 
rates . . .  -

Fifth, the support fund is designed to meet a transitional 
problem, and it is temporary in character. Its lending opera
tions will expire after two years - and if a need for extension 
were to arise, we would seek new congressional 
authorization . 

Finally, countries' financial commitments will be made 
available on a standby and not a paid-in basis . . .  Further
more, it is likely that the fund will operate by borrowing in 
world financial markets on the strength of guarantees issued 
by its members , although countries will have an option under 
some circumstances of providing direct loans to the fund. We 
intend to meet U.S .  obligations through the issuance of guar
antees. The proposed legislation thus provides authority for 
the issuance of guarantees and for appropriations to be 
sought in the highly unlikely event of default by a borrower 
from the fund. 

. . .  The prospect of the fund has, in itself, contributed 
greatly to an atmosphere of intensified economic and finan
cial cooperation. That atmosphere has prompted countries 
to avoid damaging restrictive action in the face of unprec
edented difficulties, . . .  also . . .  contributed to the satisfactory 
resolution of complex and difficult issues involved in amend
ment of the IMF articles of agreement, which will shortly' 
be the subject of legislation. 

Action to establish the fund has become urgent in two reo. 
spects . First there has been . . .  evidence of financing Qu
ficulties on the part of some countries. Second, action on rati
fication by other OECD count countries is at an advanced 
stage. Twelve countries, with quotas amounting to about 43 
per cent of total,  have alreadY either ratified the agreement 
or have completed their legislative procedures and are ex
pected to ratify shortly. Most other are in advanced stages of 
their legislative processes . But all are now looking to the U.S.  
. . .  I u�ge your strong support in this effort. 

Q and A Exchange between the Senators and Simon 

Senator Clifford Case (R-NJ) : What are the fundamental 
causes of these problems? 
Simon : Excesses in fiscal and monetary policies. These 
should be remedied . We should not just attack the result 
rather than the cause, as competitive devaluation would do. 
Case : I just wonder if any kind of gadget like this between 
many nations can do the trick. I think anything that is big 
enough to handle the problem will be too big for us to deal 
with. 
Simon : The safety net can provide a bridge for a period of 
adjustment. Adjustment will be sped up because of the 
stringent conditions. 
Case : I don't expect to vote against it because I don't have an 
alternative. but I think its value must be mostly political. 
And there is a point beyond which it is not good to encourage 
Italy in her loose fiscal practices . 



Simon: I don't believe in throwing money down the drain -
that's  why we have conditions . 
Senator Stuart Symington (D-Mo) : I began becoming 
s ' l spicious about all these guarantees years ago . . .  As we 
know, the Federal government is in worse shape than New 
York City, but it can start the printing presses. A New York 
banker said this to me, and we all know what he means . And I 
disagree that southern Europe will go Communist without 
the safety net. 

And West Germany is putting up less than half of what's 
asked from the U.S .  But her reserves are the strongest. I 

. think that giving guarantees are similar to spending money 
- especially things like the soft-loan window (which he 
likened this to for the advanced sector) . Is there any 
guarantee that the U.S.  contribution will not be another 
foreign aid bailout - this time for relief of developed coun· 
tries? 
Simon: The U.S. quota is 27.8 per cent. . .  And this fund is 
limited to a two·year life (we'll have to go back to Congress if 
we want an extension) .  
Symington: Why isn't the Common Market able to take care 
of itself? 
Simon: This involved many non·Common Market nations . 
And there is aid granted within the Common Market. This is 
a supplement, and, unlike with bilateral ,  this has very strict 
economic and energy conditions to make nations adjust to the 
new economic conditions that exist in the world. 

This fund has strict policy measures dictated by the 
Committee of Financial Ministers and they will be strict, I 
can assure you. 
SymJngton: Page 9 of (Undersecretary of the Treasury 
Charles Robinson, who also testified) Robinson' s  speech 
worries me - "We must be prepared to stabilize . . .  
problems in any OECD country . . .  " We do not have a man· 
date to police the world. We have enough problems here. We 
are now going to a potential bailout of the industrialized 

- nations.  
I just don't see how we can go to the American taxpayer 

and ask them to support this. . 
Senator Jacob Javits (R·NY) : Do the economic considera· 
t!ons alone justify the net? 
Simon: Yes. 
Javits : Is the mere fact that a nation could resort to this fund 
going to help them in their credit rating with other lenders? 
Simon: Of course. 
Javits : What is the actual risk ( i .e .  what is the history of 
defaults against U. S .  ·guaranteed loans) ? 
Simon: (Consults with aides) To my knowledge, none has 
ever done so. 
Javits : What's happening in nations that are financially 
sick? 
Simon: I 'm confident that they are taking necessary 
measures , but the net makes these measures a priority -
th�y must meet the conditions before they can ask for help 
from the net. 
Javits : Even if we had to make good on this guarantee, the 
value of keeping nations like Italy as a going concern would 
well be worth even the whole $6 billion, no? 
Simon: I couldn't agree with you more. But it is in
conceivable that the whole bailout fund would ever be risked. 
The U.S.  has the ability to set the very stringent conditions . I 
don't  think there is even a remote possibility that a country 
would default. 
Javits : Once net is applied to for a loan, very strict measures 
go into effect. Robinson points out that IMF trust funds 
alreadY de more than this for the underdeveloped nations. 

Senator Charles Percy (R·II1) : What do countries do when 
they can't pay their debts? 
Simon: They try to reschedule. I don' t  like this . 
Percy: What would the effect on the U . S .  be of several OECD 
defaults? 
Simon: I can hardly conceive of this ,  but it would be 
disastrous. 
Percy: Will the fund strengthen our bargaining position for 
instance in the Conference on Economic Cooperation that is 
going on? 
Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for International 
Finance and Development Paul H. Boeker: Oh. cooperatidn 
and solidarity among developed nations is very important -
maybe not directly to our effectiveness in the COllference . . .  
but certainly in dealing with the oil pnRiucers . 
Percy: (stressing that he now approves the net- in a "real 

. spurt of self·interest" )  I shared with Senator Case at the 
beginning real misgivings but I want to say to S imon and the 
State Department that we have had more help in understand
ing this one concept than in anything I can remember. I 
agree the U.S .  should participate in support of the Fund 
because of our interests, and it is essential to U.S .  foreign 
economic policy. 

OECD nations are the backbone of democracy. We must 
stick together, must prove that we can see crises in advance. 

The health of the U.S. economy is dependent on the health 
of the world economy. In I llinois,  we would be crippled with
out export markets, and 75 per cent of our trade is with the 
OECD. This is an insurance policy. 

And again, isn't it great that the State Department and the 
Treasury are so united around one policy ! 
Simon: This mechanism acts, rather than reacting. 

Concluding Remarks 

Case : I still want to sound a somewhat sour note, though. 
Because of foreign policy considerations, I think I may vote 
for this thing. But I just question if these things ,  like the IMF, 
have been really good things, or did they j ust delay stopping 
loose practices. We may have to do these things to prevent 
the collapse of the capitalist system, but I don't like these 
things. I wonder if the Ex·lm Bank has been a good thing. I 
wonder if these things couldn't  be more a cause of inflation, 
than just the tired old stories of too much government spend
ing. But we are up against the gun in places like Italy. So I ' l l  
vote for this - even though this wil l  j ust postpone disaster. ; 
Simon : I agree with your feelings. But the IMF, Bretton 
Woods system were not failures - men were failures . . .  
giving up fixed rates - this meant money, jobs, political 
stability. 

But here, we are not creating something permanent, and 
the measures required are particularly stringent. 
Case : Do you really think that given the political situation in 
Italy, any government that could stay in power could meet 
the conditions? 
Simon: I just returned from two and a half days of 
discussions in Italy. I absolutely believe that politically, this 
government (the Moro government) could stay in power and 
meet these stringent conditions because people understand 
what's  necessary. 
Case : I'm dubious , but I want this thing to succeed. 
Javits : The genius of our society is the power to command 
credit. I believe that that power will keep us free.  But the 
opposition is deadly. I 'm for anything that will give us that 
edge. 
Senator John Sparkman (D·Ala) : I think the safety net thing 
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SPEC IAL REP·ORT 

The Battle for Italy:  
Debt Moratori um or Fascism 

March 27 (IPS} - Following an emergency meeting March 
17 .  the top authorities of the Italian central bank. the Banca 
d'Italia, and the Italian government's top financial officials 
announced a new austerity package that includes severe 
monetary restrictions. including a prohibition on the export 
of capital from Italy. and harsh tax increases as the most 
"swift and efficient" way of providing the central bank with 

. enough cash to prevent Italy from defaulting on its foreign 
debts . 

Their move came after the financial daily II Fiorino 
revealed that the Banca d'ltalia has defaulted on its debts to 
the Italian banking system by refusing to redeem paper it . 
had sold to Italian commercial banks . II Fiorino warned that 
the bank's action was threatening a run on the Italian 
banking system as a whole. 

Behind the Banca d'ltalia's  de-facto bankruptcy lies the 
fact that it has virtually exhausted its cash reserves in an 
effort to stem the Wall Street-provoked run on the lira . The 
Wall Street financial attack has plunged the Italian currency 
to a low of around 840 to the dollar, a loss of value of some 30 
per cent since Jan. 19 .  when the attack on the lira began. At 
the same time, banking sources state. the leading inter
national credit institutions-acting on orders from the New 
York-based Atlanticist faction headed by Averell Harriman 
and the Rockefeller interests-have refused to supply the 
Banca d'ltalia with any credit to replace its losses or to 
finance Italian imports. But Wall Street still expects full 
repayment of Italy's $20 billlion debt due between now and 
1979 . 

The only other source of credit to the' central bank. a 
promised $1 billion Common Market loan guarantee 
presently being negotiated in Rome. will not be available 
until May at the earliest . if at all. 

Cut off from outside refinancing, Italy's attempt to pay 
back its international debt. as proposed by the government of 
Premier Moro. will lawfully result in two equally disastrous 
economic alternatives : a cranking up of the government 
printing presses that will produce Weimar-type hyperin
flation. or a drastic recessive policy aiming directly at 
slashing the population's  living standards. In either case. the 
industrial apparatus of the country will be utterly destroyed. 

The Italian La Stampa has alreadY reported that as a 
result of the government's austerity package. FIAT's auto
mobile production will decrease by 10 per cent. while sales 
are e)(pected to fall 20 per cent. 

Either economic alternative will lead in short order to 
imposition of a fascist police state in Italy to collect the 
Atlanticists' debt. The West German press has characterized 
the Moro austerity plan as a replay of Mussolini 's  fascism. 
The Italian crisis in its economic. social and political aspects. 
poses the most immediate threat of imposition of fascist 
police state austerity - in a major industrialized nation. 

At the same time. the Atlanticists ' assault on Italy which 
began over two years ago with the 1973 oil boycott hoax. has 
crystalized a pro-development opposition to the Atlanticist 
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looting policies within the institutionalized power structures 
which govern Italy. At the head of this faction are the 
Christian Democratic Budget Minister Guilio Andreotti. 
Eugenio Cefis .  the head of the giant Montedison 
petrochemical complex. and Socialist Party faction leader 
Giacomo Mancini. This opposition coalition has developed 
immediately in response to an Atlanticist frontal assault on 
their (the opposition's) institutional bases of power - the 
trade unions . the public sector corporations and the govern
ment institutions and agencies which are the glue holding the 
Christian Democratic and other leading political parties 
together. On a more fundamental. principled level. this 
grouping recognizes that some productive solution to the 
economic crisis must be found. and that the Atlanticists' 
cannibalism of production to pay debt will only lead to social 
disaster. 

. 

Their forces. acting under the programmatic leadership of 
the International Caucus of Labor Committees International 
Development Bank program. are broadly in agreement with 
declaration of debt moratorium and the creation of a new 
international credit institution. the only possible program
matic alternative to Atlanticists' fascist policies. This pro
development faction commands enough forces and potential 
forces to force through adoption of this policy by the Italian 
government. But.for their own mistaken "tactical" reasons . 
they have not yet launched a full offensive around this 
program. 

These forces have by no means 
retreated from their principles. only from the field of battle. 
But with the March 31 quarterly payments deadline fast 
approaching. and Atlanticist bankers determined to impose a 
fascist "dollar-deutschemark" austerity axis on Western 
Europe by that date ihrough wholesale devaluations of 
European currencies . these forces have little time to move 
for an institutional solution to the Italian crisis by taking up 
an open fight for debt moratorium and the IDB. If they back 
down. the only means for stopping the return of fascism. in 
Italy will rest with the revolutionary potential in Italy's 
working class. The developing mass strike wave in Italy and 
Western Europe will ultimately decide the question. 

History 01 the Atlanticist Assault on the Italian Economy 

Wall Street's drive to plunder and progressively dismantle 
the Italian economy to prop up the dollar credit system has 
occurred in a series of "ratchet" steps : the Atlanticists 
demand austerity. a chunk of Italian industry is liquidated 
and the population's income is lowered to meet the demand ; 
then a new call for austerity. 

The ratchet steps began with the Rockefeller-orchestrated 
October. 1973 Arab-Israeli war. In the ensuing oil hoax the 400 
per cent increase in the price of crude oil quadrupled Italy's 
balance of trade and payments deficit. To finance its 1974 
deficit of nearly $5 billion. Italy borrowed heavily in short 
and medium-term loans from the International Monetary 



Fund, the European EConomic Community, the U.S .  Federal 
Reserve, the West German Bundesbank, and the Wall Street 
banking community, with the IMF acting as the policema�. 
The loans imposed stringent austerity conditions. 

Then-Treasury Minister, Republican Ugo La Malfa, 
quietly undertook the negotiations for a one-year $1 . 2  billion 
IMF loan in February 1974. The austerity measures attached 
to the loan - which became known in the midst of a 
nationwide strike wave - were strongly opposed by the 
Socialist Budget Minister, Antonio Giolitti . In March, La 
Malfa brought down the government, a move which 
terrorized the unions into accepting the IMF austerity con
ditions from fear of governmental chaos . La Malfa himself 
remained outside the reconstituted, pro-austerity Rumor 
cabinet, holding himself in reserve to triumphantly re-enter 
the government as Deputy Prime Minister under Aldo Moro 
in late 1974. 

In the summer of 1974 the governor of the Barica d' Italia, 
Guido Carli, acting under explicit orders from David 
Rockefeller imposed a tight credit policy on both the public 
and private sectors to force a drastic cut in internal con
sumption in Italy, and further "improve" the Italian 
payments picture. By fall ,  Carli ' s  credit policies resulted in 
. the drastic collapse of Italian industrial output, which fell to 
55 to 65 per cent capacity by early 1975,  and Italy was still 
faced with exhaustion of its foreign exchange reserves.  In 
September, 1974, Prime Minister Rumor met with West 
German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt at the Villa Serbelloni in 
Bellagio, and hocked Italy's gold reserves in return for a 
further $1 . 5  billion loan from West Germany. 

The next ratchet came in the summer of 1975, when 
Premier Aldo Moro delegated his Deputy Prime Minister, La 
Malfa,  to develop a government economic program that 
would loot the liquidity-starved Italian economy for more 

_ cash. The banks were at that moment engaged in soaking up 
liquidity throughout Western Europe to compensate for the 
effects of the New York City debt crisis and several other . major defaults associated with the June 30, 1975 second 
quarter repayments crisis . · 

At the point that portions of the La Malfa plan began to leak 
into the press in the fall 1975 (the full plan stil l  has not been 
officially unveiled, due to the difficulty of assembling 
political support for all of its provisions) ,  the Italian economy 
was already reeling from the austerity conditions imposed by 
the IMF in 1974, and exacerbated by the "early" repayment 
of the $1 . 2  billion IMF loan in 1975. Worms ran out of the 
faucets in Palermo ; in Sardinia water was withheld from 
farmers in order to provide for their animals and the cities ; 
cholera made an ugly re-appearance in Naples ; and 
unemployment in the south rose to well over 50 per cent. 
Meanwhile, food consumption sharply dropped as workers 
gave up meat and fruit for a diet of pasta - which had ef
fectively doubled in price since 1973. 

La Malfa's program, developed with the aid of Moro's 
personal economic adviser, Nino Andreatta, nonetheless 
demanded more loot from the Italian population. It included 
broad demands for : l ) drastic reduction of workers' wages 
through indexing wages to "productivity" - a plan alreadY 
known to the Italian public as La Malfa 's  " incomes policy ; "  
2)heavy increased taxation through such hoaxes as 
"fiscalization of social burdens" to take unemployment and 
other social security taxes directly from workers ; 3)the 
implementation of public works slave labor projects for 
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unemployed workers, students and women (the inclusion of 
women and students in the labor pool was proposed by 
economist Franco Modigliani of the Massachusetts In
stititute of Technology) ; 4) strict import restrictions ; im
posed by decree by the Banca D 'ltalia ; 5 )substantial cuts in 
public spending ; and 6)a thorough reorganization of the State 
Holdings . industrial sector, 'which includes such essential 
productive subsectors as energy (ENI, the Italian 
Hydrocarbons Corporation) ,  chemical (Montedison, ANIC,  
etc . ) ,  metallurgy, construction, transportation, and textiles. 
This aspect of the Andreatta plan was specifically intended to 
weed out the austerity-resistant civil service sector which in 
many Italian towns provides the only source of family in
come ; and in public industry to implement Brazil-style 
speedup by slashing the workforce and capital investment ....: 
"cutting off the dead limbs" as Italian Atlanticists term this 
suicidal policy. 

The reorganization plans call for combining the present 
State Holding Ministry into a new "superministry" which 
would also include the present m inistries of Finance and 
Treasury. The " superministry" would be charged with the 
complete reorganization of the state holdings, to eliminate 
" ineffeciency, "  competition, etc . 

-

In an October 23 ,  1975 interview with the Milan daily 
Corriere della Sera , Andreatta himself spelled out his slave 
labor proposals in detail .  He called for the creation of 500,000 
new positions for unemployed workers , at a wage rate two
thirds of the industrial minimum wage. The jobs should be 
funded, he said with 900 billion lira (at the time, ap
proximately $ 1 . 3  billion) , government contributing 50 per 
cent, industry 30 per cent, and employed workers 20 per cent. 

Andreatta also spelled out a nationwide program of public 
works projects for his slave laborers, to be administered 
through local corporatist bodies. The projects included 
"programs of forestation, maintenance of public opera, 
renewal of urban structures ,  construction of parks , 
assistance in the schools, assisting sick people in their homes 
(to alleviate overcrowding of hospitals - ed. ) ,  and rein
forcement of the police ." 

Each of these ratchet austerity steps was sold to the Italian 
population by arguing that a cut in internal consumption, 
combined with increased productivity and increased exports 
would give Italy the needed liquidity to expand its industrial 
capital .  Instead, by the end of 1975 ,  Italy's foreign debt 
burden had mushroomed to fully $20 billion in principal and 
interest due in .  cash between 1 976 and 1979. Official Italian 
unemployment figures had risen to the highest in post war 
history, 2 million skilled and unskilled workers . 

The Political Fight Develops 

Mor()oand LaMalfa intended to consolidate the entire public 
sector apparat - now largely controlled by people such as 
Eugenio Cefis - under the leadership of a "super ministry,"  
to  be  managed by a "technocrat" of the calibre o f  NATO 
organizer Guido Carli, if not Carli himself. This sector was 
then to be cannibalized to further supply Italy's debt 
repayment needs at the expense ofItalianworkers and public 
sector capitalists . But such reorganization meant destroying 
the political base of the Christian Democrats , whose 30 years 
of control of the central government has been maintained 
through links with local power groups whose influence 
devolved largely from subsidies distributed through 



governmental and regional agencies and the public sector 
corporations .. 

In order to break the "clientelar" interest groups' hold on 
the Christian Democracy, breaking the party's  remaining 
resistance to austerity and opening up the public sector to 
unbridled Atlanticist looting, the party's  pro-Atlanticist 
faction around Piero Bassetti took up the task of "recon
stituting" the party. With the Christian Democrats having 
suffered a: major setback in the nationwide administrative 
elections of June 15 ,  1975, the Atlanticists immediately 
pushed to give the party a populist and liberal-fascist facade. 
They installed a new interim party general secretary, 
Benigno Zaccagnini , a pediatrician and a political non-entity 
from the Communist-ruled Emilia Romagna region, who 
quickly revealed himself as a tool of Moro and Agnelli .  

Late in 1975, the pro-development current of the Socialist 
Party, under the leading southern politician Giacomo 
Mancini , began a factional collaboration against the 
Atlanticist looting policy with the public sector-linked 
faction of the Christian Democracy and the pro-development 
industrialists headed by Eugenio Cefis of Montedison. The 
faction's intitiatives were conditioned by the impact of the 
International Caucus of Labor Committees' call for in
ternational debt . moratoria and the International Develop
ment Bank proposal which was widely circulating 
throughout Italian business and political circles, as well as 
working c lass layers . 

Mancini also launched an organizing campaign in Italy's 
trade unions to break the control of the working c lass by the 
pro-austerity, NATO-controlled Communist Party union 
apparat. The trade union leadership had accepted the 
essentials of the program on the prompting of Luciano Lama, 
the secretary-general of the Communist-dominated CGIL, 
the largest trade union confederation in the country. The 
Lama line was a policy of no wage increases to favor em
ployment : � the Communist union chief argued that em
ployers who are , not burdened with ever increasing wage 
demands will be willing to open new jobs to unemployed 
workers. The new jobs he had in mind were precisely the low
wage and labor-intensive public works envisaged by Moro, 
La Malfa and Andreatta, which were to be managed with the 
participation of the unions. 

The Lama line quickly became the target which pro
working class Socialist Party cadres in the unions seized on 
to discredit the Communist-led agent union leaders. Their 
months-long successful attack culminated in February when 
the united secretariat of the three major union con
federations, the CGIL, CISL, and UIL,  was forced by rank
and-file opposition to reject the Lama plan and demand wage 
increases instead. 

Mancini 's faction also worked closely with the forces of 
Andreotti and Cefis to develop an alternative solution to the 
economic crisis based on increasing Italy 's  productive ac
tivity and its trade with the Soviet sector and the Third 
World. 

Early in 1976 Montedison became the first major Western 
corporation to reach agreement on economic and 
technological cooperation with Cuba since the Cuban 
revolution in 1 959. Montedison also made several deals with 
the Soviet Union, as well as agreements of mutual 
cooperation with the other East European countries . ENI, 
the Italian Hydrocarbons Corporation ,  sent top executives to 
Africa and Latin America to encourage these countries to 
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increase trade with Italy. They offered to take over the 
Angolan oil wells that had been abandoned by Gulf as part of 
the U .S .  economic attack on the Angolan People's Republic. 

A 4elegation to Mexico led by the vice president of the 
Christian Democratic Party Parliamentary fraction, Paolo 
Barbi,  reached agreement to set up a joint Italo-Mexican 
enterprise to ship Mexican crude oil to Italy, last month. A 
subsidiary of ENI is engaged in a major Iranian project for 
the reconstruction of the city of Abadan, including the con
struction of housing, roads, and industrial facilities{The 

This motion culminated when Defense Minister Arnaldo 
Forlani , a close ally of Andreotti in the Christian Democrats, 
proposed one week prior to the Socialist Party Congress in 
early March that a new government be headed by a Socialist 
Prime Minister. His proposal was accepted in principle by 
the centrist Socialist Party (PSI) leadership. The PSI em
phasized that the coalition proposal was only workable if 
there were "deep changes" in the Christian Democratic 
Party to permit radically new economic policies . 

The Cefis-Andreotti-Mancini pro-developtnent alliance 
planned to consolidate their international activity through 
installation of a Christian Democratic-Socialist Party 
cabinet. On Jan. 7, the Socialists withdrew parliamentary 
support from the fragile Christian Democratic-Republican 
cabinet of Prime Minister Moro stating that they could not 
accept the government's austerity program. 

From discussions with figures c lose to the prit
development group, U.S .  Labor Party presidential candidate 
Lyndon LaRouche, Jr. reported early in February this year 
that the International Caucus of Labor Committees' In
ternational Development Bank and debt moratorium 
program had been broadly adopted as the program of the 
Italian pro-development forces. 

.\tl�tiCists· Reac�n 

In response to tne development forces' moves , which 
directly threatened not only their plan to force austerity on 
Italy but the existence of the entire world dollar empire, the 
Wall Street factions of Averel l  Harriman, George Ball, the 
Rockefellers and their Italian allies, FIAT head Gianni 
Agnelli ,  and others, decided to apply shock therapy to the 
Italians as a lesson to anyone else who might be heading 
towards dumping their dollar debt. 

The Atlanticists responded immediately to the Jan. 7 
government collapse with redoubled demands for austerity. 
On Jan. 21 they stepped up their attack by provoking a run on 
the Italian lira and placing an economic and financial 
blockade around the country. The blockade included a shut
off of oil shipments to Italy, and multinational oil company 
demands for increased prices to compensate for the lira's fall 
in value . 

Within Italy, the chief Atlanticist operative, Gianni 
Agnelli, immediately recognized that his "political" 
deployment of paid agents and dupes in the Communist, 
Socialist, Christian Democratic, Republican, and other 
political parties and government institutions was too V\.eak to 
stop his opponents . Instead he turned to his massive Fiat 
police apparatus , dating back to the Mussolini period, with 
its ties to the Italian military and secret service and to Italy's 
NATO terrorist countergangs . Using this machinery, Agnelli 
has launched a wave of outright terror - including murder of 
political opponents. 



, At the same time Agnelli activated his nationwide press 
and watergate apparatus - La Stampa, La Republica, 
L'Espresso, Panorama - and other major press orgafls in a 
massive scandal campaign that was aimed directly at An
dreotti, Cefis and their allies . 

Since the beginning of the year this campaign included 
disclosures of CIA financing of Italian political parties (in
cluding the "leak" that U.S. Secretary of State Henry 
Kissinger had approved the distribution of $6 million among 
" anti-com munist" partieS' last December) . More 
far-reaching was Agnelli's  use of the Lockheed scandal, 
which aimed at the discrediting of the entire republican 

" structure of the Italian government. Agnelli's  press slung 
allegations of Lockheed payoffs even at the President of the 
Republic, Giovanni Leone, backing up their smears with 
demands for the radical reorganization of the parliamentary 
system under the leadership of "able and non-partisan" 
technocrats. 

His journalists also targetted Montedison and an allied 
enterprise, La Standa, for scandal charges that the two 
corporations had corrupted public officials. Under the ruse of 
the investigation of La Standa, police raided the offices of 
Montedison and La Standa in Milan and had them searched 
and sealed until further notice. Police armed with arrest 
warrants also broke into the Socialist Party Congress in 
Rome March 4 and publicly �prehended a socialist 
allegedly involved in the scand� 

In late February, Vito Scalia, a former leaders of the CISL 
union confederation who was recently expelled from the 
leadership of that federation on charges of factionalism, was 
seriously injured in an auto accident which killed his 
secretary. The accident occurred just one week after Scalia 
exposed the fact that FIAT -owned La Stampa had fabricated 
slanderous allegations linking him to CIA funding. In an 
interview with II Tempo, Scalia had also charged that Agnelli 
was involved in a "conspiracy" to subvert Italian political 
institutions. 

Development Forces Counterattack 

The development forces counterattacked in the Cefis press. 
Tbe Agnelli-inspired scandals were exposed in a Cefis-linked 

" weekly, L'Europeo, as part of a long-standing conspiracy by 
Agnelli to overthrow the Italian constitution. L'Europeo 
charged that Agnelli had attempted to blackmail President 
Leone in the Spring of 1974 into changing the constitution 
"just as we, the industrialists, want it. " The magazine also 
charged that the special secret service agent who found out 
about Agnelli's  plan was murdered before he could testify 
before a judge. 

Simultaneously, L'Europeo revealed that Agnelli and his 
brother Umberto are under investigation in Turin for their 
involvement in coup plots dating back to 1964. 

The Congresses 

The institutionalized pro-development force in Italy, the 
coalition of Cefis, Andreotti and Mancini clearly had the 
opportunity ot force adoption of their program at the just 
conclqded national congresses of the Socialist Party and the 
Christian Democratic Party (see update) - but backed 
down. 

Mancini entered the Socialist Party congress in Rome at 
the beginning of the month with a consolidated tactical 
alliance between himself and centrist party general 
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secretary Francesco De Martino which
" 
had put 65 per cent of 

the party under Mancini 's de facto control. Reflecting this 
control, De Martino's keynote speech to the Congress 
rejected any hope of an economic upswing because of 
"unresolved contradictions" in the international monetary 
system which had thrown the "entire capitalist system" into 
an insoluble economic and political crisis . The speech, 
partially authored by Mancini' s  Seminar on International 
Policy, proceeded to outline some of the major parameters of 
the IDB proposal :  Italy must find a " common international 
solution" to its financial crisis through collaboration with the 
rest of Europe and the Third World. This solution must be 
based on "a new model" economy which would occupy an 
"original" position "between capitalism and a planned 
economy. " 

-

The scores of Atlanticist agents who riddle the Socialist 
Party went " into a full-scale deployment immediately 
following De Martino's speech - including such agents as 

" party vice secretary Mosca who occupy positions hf 
leadership in De Martino's own faction. They put pre!lsure on 
Mancini directly and through his wishy-washy ally De 
Martino by threatening to split the party if Mancini per
sisited in fighting against austerity and for a debt 
moratorium and similar policies . To drive the point home, De 
Martino's faction was threatened with collapse when one of 
his top "lieutenants, "  Mosca, suddenly sided with the agent 
party " left" wing against De Martino on the issue of relations 
with the Atlanticist-controlled Communist Party" (pel) . 
Mancini was faced with the choice of continuing to fight or 
retrenching. 

While it is clear that Mancini, with the overwhelming 
majority of the party's working class base supporting his 
anti-austerity policies , would have come out the inevitable 
winner of any faction fight once the dust settled, he chose 
instead to retrench. Three days after his keynote, De Martino 
was demanding "prudence" on the issue of considering the 
collapse of the capitalist system as inevitable, arguing that 
such dangerous premises led to "the construction of facile 
illusions. "  On this basis , De Martino vehemently denied the 
"illusion" that the PSI was in any way prepared to formulate 
a transitional program for a planned economy. 

UPDATE : THE DC CONGRESS 

After a welter of subterranean maneuvers which would 
have shamed ancient Byzantium, the national congress of the 
Italian Christian Democracy (DC) closed today with the 
reelection of Atlanticist Benigno Zaccagnini to the post of 
party general secretary. Zaccagnini' s  reelection was a direct 
result of the capitulation at the congress of the anti-Atlan
ticists led by Giulio Andreotti, effecting a significant setback 
for Italy's pro-development faction. 

Andreotti, according to his own testimony, had entered the 
congress confident that he would emerge hegemonic and see 
his candidate, Aldo Forlani, oust Zaccagnini . To accomplish 
this goal, Andreotti was banking on elaborate behind-the
scenes deals, including Forlani's  capacity to pull behind him 
the faction of his protector, right-wing leader Amintore 
Fanfani , and certain sections of Zaccagnini 's own left-wing 
base. At no point did Andreotti contemplate waging a faction 
fight around programmatic issues. He chose Forlani as his 
up-front candidate precisely for his appeal to both sides of the 
party. 



Andreotti was playing in the enemy's political terrain, 
pitting his realpolitiking talents against those of the Italian 
Atlanticist machine, all of whose resources had been 
thoroughly mobilized to defeat him at the congress. The con
gress hall was stuffed with well-paid, $40 per day 
provocateurs to ensure the disruption of any serious 
discussion. In addition, Italy's Communist trade union 
leadership lent Zaccagnini a contingent of workers to give 
the appearance of working class appeal. Most speakers were 
thus forced to address an audience which was variously 
shouting, engaging in continuous fist fights, and generally 
creating an atmosphere of rabble-rousing insanity which 

. significantly hampered rational developments . 
Andreotti' s  response was to resort to backroom deals and, 

according to some on the spot sources , even paying 
provocateurs double the money ($80) to change their 
allegiances. This straight "muscle" approach ensured that 
the side who could muster the most in brute force would win 
out. Indeed that is what happened. 

A Pyrrhic Victory 
Andreotti 's  capitulation - brought about by a gutless 

adherence to an infantile and magical conception of politics 
- .has meant a significant tactical defeat for the Italian anti
Atlanticist faction, albeit not yet a strategic defeat. 

The Atlanticists, headed by FIAT magnate Gianni Agnelli, 
now have increased political leverage to dictate government 
and economic policy. Their increased hegemony within the 

. DC provides them with added clout in dealings with the other 
components of the Italian pro-development faction - the 
Mancini wing of the Socialist Party (PSI) and the state sector 
industrialists led by Eugenio Cefis .  However, Agnelli may 
soon discover that his is little more than a Pyrrhic victory. 

Zaccagnini 's  victory may mean the collapse of the govern
ment in favor of the mooted "public safety" coalition with 
Communist (PCI) participation. Whether this government 
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change occurs immediately or not, what is now absolutely 
certain is that A�n�lli will move to increase even further the 
austerity measures which have already decimated the 
Italian economy. Such a move will exacerbate -probably to 
the breaking point - the tension already existing within the 
municipal political machines. 

Since the most recent spate of austerity which cut off 
virtually all funding to the municipalities,  local mayors and 
budget commissioners have begun important organizing 
motion against the federal austerity policy. A very large 
portion of these local political machines are in fact known to 
be actively considering proposing debt moratoria at different 
levels as the sole alternative for freeing sufficient funds at 
the federal level to finance municipal social services. 

In Naples, the Communist Mayor is threatening to per
sonally lead an anti-government demonstration, while his 
budget commissioner is demanding that the city's debt 
service payments to the bank be frozen indefinitely. The 
Naples mayor is going directly against his party's Atlan
ticists policies . This "revolt" against PCI party leadership 
induced by the desperate financial situation of. aU Italian 
municipalities has even reached the model Communist city, . 
Bologna, where PCI local leaders are requesting literature 
on debt moratoria in preparation for a meeting of mayors 
which will take place in Milan on April 9 .  

In Milan, city government officials have already presented 
debt moratoria to the city council  and are consulting with 
European Labor Committee spokesmen in preparation for 
the April 9 meeting. Similar situations exist in the surround
ing industrial towns of Nova Milano and Sesto San Giovanni. 
With most cities unable to raise the funds to pay their muni
cipal workers this month's or in some cases even the last two 
to three months ' wages, they are being left with little choice 
but to repudiate their debt and pressure the national govern
ment to do likewise. 



SPECIAL R E PORT 

Exc/usi"e IPS Translation 

The Crisis is Ope� 

Introduction 

Former French Prime Minister Michel Debre declared 
open war against the pro-NA TOpolicies of French President 
Valery Giscard d'Estaing this week, following a protracted 
l8-month period during which, as spiritual leader of the 
Gaullist movement, he has been the most consistent and 
severe critic of all aspects of the French government's ac
'tions. Debre's call for the formation of a government of 
"pUblic safety" in March 23 Le Figaro concludes a long 
s"ries of warnings to Giscard to begin reversing his lax 
monetary, economic, demographic and defense policies, and 
to re-orient the government's tasks in accordance with tradi
tional Gaullist tenets. 

Debre is a nominal member of the UDR Gaullist party's 
executive, but he has removed himself from all active parti
cipation in the party's deliberations because of his funda
mental disagreement with the strategy of collaboration with 
Giscard practised by GaulJist Prime Minister Chirac, which, 
according to Debre, traps the UDR into supporting the Presi
dent even when his policies sharply diverge from the 
GaulJists'. The UDR is the main component of Giscard's 
parliamentary majority. 

While Debre is described by pro-Giscard press as "iso
lated, " all sources agree that he is the most listened to and 

- respected of all the GaulJist "barons, " and that his call inter
sects considerable anti-Atlanticist ferment within the UDR 
and the UJP, the GaulJist youth group. Former UDR general 
secretary Alexandre Sanguinetti - a close ally of Debre's 
described the intent of the Debre call in an interview with the 
Catholic magazine Temoignage Chretien last week: "Either 
the government implements the program of the UDR, or the 
regime will undergo a major crisis. :' 

I want to speak of the government crisis. It is open in 
France. The fact that it is also open, and gravely so, in Italy, 
in Great Britain, without forgetting the U .S . ,  is no consola
tion, and even less an encouragement to remain passive. 

When production and employment curves improved in 
western democracies after the 1 930's  crisis ,  it was too late. 
rAe crisis had become political. The difficulties of the world 
worsened by unemployment and monetary disorders had 
created irreversible situations and too many democracies, 
that is to say too many democrats , had displayed their im
potence.  

History does not repeat itself and Professor Renouvin 
(famous French historian of the years between the First and 
Second World Wars - ed. ) was right to say that the same 
cause� do not produce the same effects.  However, it is not be· 
cause a Third World War using Europe as its theater does not 
appear probable not imminent that we must underestimate 
th_� cJ>J!!l�gl!ences of the crisis. The effects are and will be 

by Michel Debre, Le Figaro March 23 
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different, but of the same nature : violence, disorder, deca
dence,tyranny. 

We will probably read better health bulletins in the coming 
months : Rising production, lower unemployment. On the 
condition, however, that monetary difficulties -and price 
increases do not stall the upswing, notably insofar as France 
is concerned ! Even if we resume our march forward on a 
surer footing, the economic crisis will have revealed, in a 
world which is still pitiless for the weak, the impotence of a 
great number of democrats, and first our own impotence, for 
which we are responsible. 

In what concerns us, indeed, let us look things in the face. 
Domestic reality is disastrous. It is marked by a constant 

hyperinflation whose economic, social, political' conse
quences are visible and which do not experience any real 
s low-down. The coffers, of numerous industrial firms and 
numerous agricultural businesses are in very bad shape. 
Distortions are worsening between the revenues of the cate
gories of Frenchmen who profit from the increases and those 
who suffer from them. Confidence in the French currency is 
durably affected. 

To this disastrous evil, other evils are added : Disorders 
which are not sanctioned ; violence which is not punished. 
Only those who visit only Paris salons and their wordly 
branches in the mountains or at the shore ignore the profound 
disarry of public opinion, which understands neither the 
bonus given to disorder nor indulgence toward violations of 
the law and common crimes. 

External reality is no less anguishing. One dismisses 
Atlanticism, that is to say submission to the United States. 
One dismisses neutralism, that is to say "Finlandization,"  to 
use a term in fashion. 

In fact, these are words : The United States, for lack of 
frightening their adversaries, brutally imposes itself on its 
allies and our non-resistance encourages the advocates of the 
second formulat, to which we risk being condemned, through 
a popular reflex, against our insufficient independence. As 
for Europe, let us be honest. It is becoming an alibi. In fact, 
Europe, such as its construction is presented to us, is not a 
foreign policy, but the abandonment of any foreign policy in 
favor of a sometimes ridiculous, always distressing non
being. In fact, one refuses to see the international compe
tition which, pitilessly, is rampant within and without the 
western world. Blindness hides behind ideologies which 
themselves hide more and more poorly a weakness analo- • 
gous to the laxity encountered in the face of domestic prob
lems.  

This refusal to become conscious of realities in France 
expresses a profound sickness,  the sickness which , under
mines our democracy : the refusal to govern, the refusal of 
power. 

Inside : incomes policy ; balance public finances, the 
budgets of the State, of Social Security, of pension funds, of 
local governments ; make efforts in industrial production, 
agricultural production and foreign trade, along with the 
necessary reconversions and redeployments, and also the 
necessary limitations of fiscal and social expenditures ; 
youth training, orientation and selection on the double basis 
of merit and_ social promotion ; civilian ��r��,� coupled with 



military service, extended to include young ladies so as to 
ensure economically and socially useful labor ; these 
directives for action are known and correspond with common 
sense in a period of grave national difficulties .  We must add 
to this, since several evils have come on top of those which 
flow from inflation and the economic situation, the recovery 
of. the State in its essential functions - public order and 
j ustice. 

The outside flows from the inside. A country sure of itself, 
placing the organization of labor above that of vacations , 
c.oncerned with monetary stability, i .e .  savings and invest
ments , pre-occupied with social unity, i .e .  with public equip
ment and participation, affirming in the facts the authority of 
the State, is assured to have the means . of national inde
pendence and itlternational solidarity, as one does not go 
without the other - something everybody ought to know. 

This policy is in no way beyond our means . It is no way 
beyond the comprehension of the people. It demands a 
government inside and power outside. Democracy is not the 
absence of government, neither is the absence of power the 
compulsory lot of. medium-sized nations.  

In this respect, let me say to those who govern us that they 
are stubbornly clinging to a wrong analysis of the facts and 
to a deep misconception in action. 

The Socialists and Communists only speak of liberty and 
liberties . It is a skillful tactic .  We follow them on this terrain 
as if we were ashamed. One does not know what to invent to 
affirm the preeminence not only of individual rights , but also 
of individual desires, interests and passions , while 
denouncing social discipline, . the laws of the State, the 
morality of the nation. 

This is a considerable error. 
What makes up the attractiveness of the Common 

Program, what notably makes the attractiveness of the 
Socialists in France, as that of the Communists in Italy, is the 
hope for a government capable of solving difficulties and 
reestablishing pride. In one word, one expects from the op
position an authority, an effectiveness and an independence 
which the majority seems incapable of affirming hereforth. 
Liberalism has donned the c loak of impotence .  The more 
advanced it is proclaimed, the more impotent it appears. It is 
somewhat ridiculous in the freest country in the world to 
create a liberties commission, when we would need a com
mission for social effectiveness '  and for authority in 
democracy. 

The crisis is open. Once again, a choice needs to be made : 
Either of a 'public safety' government, based on the 
authority of the State, financial rigor, social solidarity, 
national independence ; or of a slide toward social desolation, 
economic weakening, foreign submission, without forgetting 
demographic ruin and, in the final analysis, at best, an 
overthrow of the majority at worst, a government which will 
rely on the street, if not one and the other solution together. 

A few readers will write me. In advance I thank them. But 
these lines which call for action will leave indifferent a 
government which believes it can remain above the melee 
while dreaming. But we are in the melee and from now on. 
events will go fast. 

EXCERPTS FROM INTERVIEW 
WITH MICHEL.DEBRE 

On French Radio Station ; RTL ; Evening ; March 23 

Debr� : The French political class , be it in the majority or in 
the opposition, is dreaming, immersed in unreality. 
Q: Do you consider yourself in the majority or in the op
position .?  
Debr� : The question does not l ie  here. One cannot talk of  a 
majority or of an opposition. What I wanted to do through my 
article is provoke a surge, a popular surge . . .  The French are 
a politically mature people. They want to be governed . . .  What 
I want is the creation of a public safety government, outside 
all electoral or political combinations , outside ideologies . . .  A 
government of 'public safety' to implement : 

- a monetary policy capable of strengthening our orrency. 
- a policy of social progress. 
- a firm family policy. 
- a firm national independence policy. 

The French political class is deep in dreams . . .  My-goal is to 
wake it up, to explain to the majority that it is losing, not 
because of the left, but because of its own policy .. .!t is 
possible to create this government. Don't talk to me of such 
and such political estate which intends to have another 
policy, etc . .  .!t is a matter of will. It is a serious formula. It is 
out of the question to deal with details at this point. 
Q: Aren't you weakening President Giscard d'Estaing within 
one day of his national televised address? Aren't  you siding 
with the opposition? 
Debr� : That is not the problem .. . !t is necessary to urgently 
provoke this popular surge . . .  On the economic plane. what I 
want is not a policy of rigor or austerity, it is a policy of social 
progress and expansion within the framework of a healthy 
economy. One cannot depend on more than one has. We must 
put an incomes policy into place. Look at West Germany and 
see if the policy adopted these last few years is called an 
austerity policy. German tourists have the most beautiful 
cars. It is a matter of putting into place an economic and 
financial policy based on this health of the economy . We do 
not want France to apply an Italian or British policy .. . !t 
would be a disaster and France would no longer exist. France 
needs a new policy. 
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IN TER VIEW 

George Bal l  on the Gaull ists 
New York, March 27 (IPS) - The following interview with 
George Ball, former Undersecretary of State in the Johnson 
Administration and currently a partner in the investment 
firm of Lazard Freres, was made a vailable to the In
ternational Press Service by a French journalist. the in
terview with the leading Wall Street strategist Ball took 
place March 23 in New York. 

Q:  What do you think of the call of leading Gaullist Michel 
Debra today for an anti-Atlariticist emergency government 
in France committed to a policy of economic development 
and the creation of a gold-based international monetary 
system? 
Ball : I know Mr. Debra. I used to argue with him. You just 
have to listen and submit to him. I would not pay much at
tention to this .  Debra. after all. is a doctrinaire. an extremist 
Gaullist with no serious following. This is j ust a news story. , .  
Q :  The recent cantonal (district-ed. )  elections in France set 
offmajor dissension in the majority, and provoked Gaullist 
opposition to Presiden( Giscard's general policies . Do you 
think that the present Gaullist offensive against Atlanticist 
policy will consolidate further in the event of early legislative 
elections? 
Ball : France is far from a crisis .  Giscard has support. All the 
polls I have seen show that there would be a Mitterand 
(Socialist Party head-ed. ) -Left success (at early elections) ,  

IN TER VIEW 

and a Left-Center government would not move for a gold 
standard. The Gaullists would not push for an election since·it 
would just strengthen the Left. Over the past three years, 
there has been a shriveling up of the Gaullist position. The 
General (DeGaulle-ed. )  used Debra, but since Debra has 
left Matigon (the Prime Ministership-ed. ) ,  he has been a 
lonely voice. 

Q: Do you think the present situation in France at all 
resembles the period preceding DeGaulle's coup in 1958? 
Debra, you know, named his "public safety government" , 
after DeGaulle's first post-coup government. 
Ball : This is an entirely different situation than 1958. There is 
no Algeria this time. 
Q: Do you think that Debra's  call for an immediate anti� 
austerity policy and for severing French dependence on . the 
United States represents a threat to the Atlanticist forces in 
Western Europe? 
Ball : France is not a member of NATO anyway, and 
DeGaulle did not pull France out of the Atlantic Alliance. I 
would not take what Debra says seriously . . .  He is a semi
comic figure. 
Q :  What do you think of the call of the World Federation of 
Trade Unionists for a new international monetary system? 
Ball : Calls for a new international monetary system are just 
propaganda. 

Wal l  Street Economist:  
' Gaul l ists Are No Threat' 

NEW YORK. March 27 (lPS)- What follows are excerpts 
from an interview with Mr. Viet. the chief international 
economist at Brown Brothers. Harriman, a leading Wall 
Street in vestment firm. The interview, conducted March 24 
here. was made a vailable to the International Press Service 
by a French journalist. 
Q:  What do ·you think of the call of leading Gaullist Michel 
Debra for an anit-Atlanticist emergency government in 
France committed to a policy of economic devleopment, the 
creation of a gold-backed international monetary system,  
and the severance of  French dependence on the. United States? 
Viet : France has more to gain from trade relations with the 
United States than with the Soviet Union. France could not 
get much from the Soviet Union in terms of research for 
development, and it would certainly not get anything from 
the poor countries. It will get research for development 
programs from the U.S .  
Q :  Do you agree that Debra's cal l  and the Gaullist opposition 
have made President Giscard's position very shaky? 
Viet : Debra is a politician . . .  Of course Giscard's position is 
very uncomfortable but (Gaullist takeover) is no serious 
consideration . . . There are more immediate problems 
causing Giscard's discomfort-creeping socialism, interest 
rates that are too high. inflation . . .  The Gaullists are making 
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a lot of noise, but they have no viable alternative . . .  Neither 
have the socialists . 
Q :  Do you think the Gaullists' opposition to Atlanticist policy 
represents a threat to the Atlantic Alliance and do you 
foresee any NATO reprisals? 
Viet : No, no threat ; at least I hope not . . .  France has always 
been lukewarm to the Atlantic Alliance ; she is not a member 
of NATO. Giscard's efforts to get closer to NATO will just be 
forgotten for the time being . . .  No, NATO troops will not 
march in to capture Mr. Debra. 

. 

Q :  What do you think of the West Germans' refusal to re-
value the mark? . 
Viet : Revaluation of the mark is irrelevant . . .  Now what you 
have is a clean float. The British, French, and to some extent, 
the Italian currencies have experienced some changes . but 
the mark was not undervalued. You j ust had speculative 
pressure to revalue it. 
Q: What do you think of the calls for a new intern�tional 
monetary system from Debra as well as the World 
Federation of Trade Unions? 
Viet : I dismiss them as irrelevant. There is a need for us to 
work out carefully more energy conservation, coor
dination of policy. reflation without inflation . . .  (As for 
Third World debt , )  these problems are very obnoxious and 
the Third World will have to take care of them by themselves. 



IN TER VIEW 

' West Germans Rebel? Impossible! ' 
NEW YORK, March 27 (IPS) - What  follows are excerpts 
from an interview with Richard Loewenthal, a member of 
the pro-NA TO American Council on Germany currently 
teaching at Columbia University in New York City. Loew
enthal, a collaborator of John J. McCloy former High Com
missioner during the occupation is well-known as a vehe
mently anti-Communist right-wing ideologue of the West 
German Social Democratic Party (SPD), and a close as
sociate of SPD Chairman Willy Brandt. The interview with 
Loewenthal took place March 24, the day after he addressed 
a luncheon session of the Council. Loewenthal's remarks . 
were made a vailable to IPS by an independent source: 

". Q: I'm calling to discuss ihe luncheon meeting at which 
you spoke under the auspices of the American Council on 
Germany. I was told by the Council that you spoke on Euro
pean unity. 

Loewenthal: I spoke on Soviet strategy and Western Euro
pean communism not on Western European unity. Who told 
you I spoke on Western European unity? 

Q: The corporate secretary of the American Council on 
Germany. But what I want to discuss with you is the inter
national payments crisis building toward the March 31 quar-

terly deadline. Wall Street is demanding that pro-U.S .  West 
German industrialists upvalue the mark, and since the West 
Germans know an upvaluation would wipe out their export 
markets , they are resisting. The industrialists are addition
ally boxed in by brewing mass strike ferment around current 
contract negotiations in Italy and West Germany. 

Loewenthal: Where do you get this? What is your source? 
This is impossible ! 

Q :  The clear picture is that West Germany is resisting 
heavy Wall Street pressure to create a dollar-deutchemark 
axis to keep the rest of Western Europe under austerity 
control. 

Loewenthal: West Germany will not revalue the mark; 
that is what is known. 

. 

Q :  What is occuring is a crisis for hegemony. West Ger
mans are resisting for the first time since World War II . . .  

Loewenthal: I would not use the tet:m, "crisis for hege
mony. " West Germany is not resisting U.S .  hegemony. There 
is opposition, and there may be differences on the currency 
level. but West Germany remains one of many Western 
European allies of the U.S .  I just don't  see how you are saying 
what you are saying. (Mr. Lowenthal then hung up. )  
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SPECIAL REPORT 

The U . S .  Labor Party Mobi l izati-on 
for Debt Moratori um 

NEW YORK, March 27 (IPS) - The following report was 
prepared by the U.S. Labor Party's national operations staff 
here earlier this week. 

Since the U.S.  Labor Party began the mobilization on be
half of debt moratorium enactment this month, sales of New 
-Solidarity, the riewspaper of the USLP, have increased 20 per 
cent throughout the continent and will reach very near 45,000 
this week. From well-tested surveys we know that direct con
tact with New Solidarity can be estimated at levels of ten 
times direct sales, or 450,000, and the multiplier �ffect of ex
posure to working-class families and work-places is now well 
over three mtllion. 

From this mass readership we have estimates of regular 
readers making calls to federal ,  state and local legislators on 
behalf of debt moratorium legislation of a rate of between 
2,000 and 3,000 daily. Our estimates are based on field reports 
where from 50-70 per cent of the readership is pledging to 
make such calls. During the peak of our last continental 
mobilization in the December-early January period, when 
NATO was carrying out its Hilex-75 nuclear war threat, our 
-national tenter was monitoring definite calls at 2,000 daily. 

The U.S.  Labor Party last week issued 25,000 copies of its 
Emergency Employment Act proposal to be distributed 
through its more than fifty branch offices in the U .S . ,  and 
through the affiliated North American Labor Party offices in 
Canada. Sales to date of 3 ,968 copies of the EEA follow the 
sale of over 50,000 copies of the EEA and the proposal for the 
International Development Bank (IDB) in booklet form, and 
over 30,000 of the latter in New Solidarity. Never before in 
history have such levels of programmatic literature cir
culated throughout the North American working class. 

Early field response from the mobilization shows the fol
lowing critical patterns : wide-spread support for debt mora
torium throughout the black and hispanic working classes 
with explicit action being taken by a number of caucuses, 
NAACP chapters, and neighborhood - and church-related 
groups and individuals ; strong support among particularly 
municipal and construction sectors throughout the north
eas� ; unprecedented levels of New Solidarity sales in textile 
mill-towns around Charlotte, North Carolina ; massive sup-

port in steel and auto workers in the Midwest, especially 
among the recently unemployed ; rapid spread of support in 
the Seatle-Everett industrial belt of primarily skilled aero
space workers ; and similar .support in the Bay area of San 
Francisco, including municipal workers . 

In the' Northwest the m,ost effective combination of indus
trial workers, pro-development industrialists and municipal 
workers so far achieved has forced hearings on the EEA in 
the Washington state legislature. The bill failed to get com
mittee endorsement by only 5-4 vote despite bi-partisan sup
port including the Republican minority leader, the minority 
whip and the Democratic Committee chairman. A motion to 
table was also defeated so the legislation can now be brought 
to the floor through individual member action. A petition 
signed by 3,000 workers in Vancouver, British Columbia en
dorsed debt moratorium and calls for a debate between 
Labor Party representatives and the Canadian provincial 
finance minister. In the Bay area calls are being generated 
at a rate of over 100 daily to support the debt moratorium ini
tiatives of Rep. Ron Dellums (D-Calif. ) and Assemblyman 
Ken Meade (D-Oakland) .  

The result o f  this continental support i s  that i n  response to 
Rep .  Badillo 's  (D-NY) public statement of March 8 on the 
need to draft debt moratorium legislation, and Rep. Dellums' 
similar statement of March 13, New Democratic Coalition 
Chairman Bernard Sorokin said, " On the face of it, we would 
probably support debt moratorium. Undoubtedly a number 
of our people are involved in your debt moratorium proposals 
in New York and California ."  Rep. Don Fraser (D-Minn) , 
Chairman of the Americans for Democratic Action (ADA) 
stated that he "would be very sympathetic to anything New 
Yorkers come up with, including debt moratorium."  Congo 
Badillo has read into the Congressional Record the article by 
former Democratic gubernatorial candidate in New York 
Howard Samuels, in which he calls for debt moratorium and 
support for Badillo 's  bankruptcy legislation. 

Rev. Ralph Abernathy of the Southern Christian Leader
ship Conference (SCLC) has told USLP representatives that 
he supports debt moratorium and would like to discuss joint 
work around it. Connecticut State Senator Wilber Smith (D
Hartford) ,  who has introduced the debt moratorium proposal 
in Connecticut, is also chairman of the state NAACP. 
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SPECIAL REPORT 

u. s. Labor Party Presidentia' Statement 

" KGB " Slander Against Labor Committees 
Leaked Into Washington Post 

New York, March 22 (IPS) - Under the by-line of 
Sovietologist Harry Rositzke the March 21 issue of the 
Washington Post brings to the light of public print a KGB 
slander against the Labor Committees which has previously 
been circulating for some weeks around political and 
financial circles in Washington, New York, Chicago, Bonn, 
Paris, Rome and Copenhagen.  Although Rositzke does not 
mention the Labor Committees by name, the allegations are 
identical to those circulated as high-level gossip, and his des
cription of the alleged KGB operation uniquely conforms to 
the extent and focus of Labor Committee activities . 

The relevant portions of the article state the following : 
"In the last 10 years, however, the KGB's  foreign direc

torate has begun to perform an even more valuable service 
- to advance in secret the Soviet ,government's open ob
jectives on the official level. Its recruitment of 'agents of 
influence' in Europe and the United States gives Soviet 
foreign policy a muscle that cannot be matched by the West ."  

" Today, in  New York, Bonn, Paris , and Rome there are 
over 200 KGB officers assigned to each city (a hundred were 
thrown out of London several years ago) . Many, if not most, 
of thein are recruiting not spies but ' friends . '  Their job is to 
develop personal contacts within the power elites of each 
nation : politicians of the center and right, non-communist 
labor leaders, bankers and industrialists, journalists and 
professors, government officials and legislators. 

"These contacts range from secret to confidential to 
public. Some are on the Soviet payroll - the personal 
assistant to former West German Chancellor Willy Brandt, a 
key European negotiator on a truck-assembly plant project. 
Some have been bribed with business opportunities in East
West trade - a British merchant or an Italian banker. 
Others are close enough acquaintances for a KGB officer to 
invite to an informal lunch or dinner to talk about current 
affairs . In many capitals, as in Washington, KGB officers 
openly lobby among legislators on bills affecting Soviet 
trade. 

"These agents of influence within the power groups of 
Western Society give Moscow a useful covert means for 
affecting the attitudes and decisions of other governments on 
matters of Soviet concern. The KGB officer under 
diplomatic cover, socially sophisticated, fluent in English, 
German, or French, can use his friends or agents to lobby for 
a European security conference, to press for favorable terms 
in trade or loan negotiations , to promote the investment of 
capital in a Soviet petrochemical project. 

"These KGB officers, for the most part, break no laws. 
Neither spying nor subverting, they are beyond the purview 
of Western security services. The lessening of East-West 
tensions under X (detente - Ed. ) not only makes their 
contact work easier - and their contacts more susceptible -
but as Soviet political and economic interests in the West 
continue to increase under X, they will have more work to 
do. " 

This slander was first put forth from Jeffrey Record of the 
Brookings Institute and Ray Cline of the Center for Strategic 
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and International Studies during late last April and early 
May. At that time, a shrieking Ray Cline ("I  was on the 
CIA's German Desk .. .! know they're KGB")  attempted to 
c irculate the concocted allegations into NATO and Munich, 
West Germany Military circles. This occurred in connection 
with the hysterical reaction by Cline and others to the ex
posure of the NATO MC 14-4 version of the notorious 
Schlesinger doctrine of the Rand Corporation.  At about the 
same time, this same slander was employe , ' in an effort to 
terrorize a number of U.S .  Congressmen into dropping on
going discussions with the Labor Committees. 

More recently, this slander activity has been escalated, 
intensifying pressures on U .S .  legislators . At the same time, 
a concerted drive around this slander has been launched 
around the kanalarbeiter faction of the West German SPD,  
some French military and political circles, and into Third 
World diplomatic channels. 
'Those U.S .  legislators , Europeans and Third World of

ficials who have been subjected to such gossip campaigns 
will immediately recognize the Washinton Post leak as essen
tially identical with the false reports smuggled into their 
attention. 

Background of the Washington Post Teaser 
The other notable feature of the Washington post slander is 

that the article in which this is included reflects the special 
factional position of the Averell Harriman-linked faction 
among U .S .  Atlanticists. A summary of the policy divisions 
among the Atlanticists clarifies the significance of the use of 
the KGB slander at this present time. 

The Anglo-American dominated Atlanticist faction of inter
national politics and finance is presently divided into three 
principal currents. In the U.S . -based current there are two 
principal present factions, one linked to the Rockefeller 
brothers and their protege Henry Kissinger - the so-called 
utopians - and the other more emphatically linked to the top 
strata of the I?emocratic party around the unifying figure of 
A verell Harriman - the so-called traditionalists . The third 
Atlanticist faction is predominantly British-based with some 
Scandinavian and other allies . 

In general none of these three factions have any positive 
policy. They are agreed however on four principal points of 
common short-term strategy : 1 )  strict debt collection en
forcement throughout the advanced capitalist sector, 2) the 
forced imposition of the fascist economic austerity policies of 
Nazi Finance Minister Hjalmar Schacht upon the entire ad
vanced capitalist sector 3) the imposition of temporary 
"governments of national unity" both to enforce initial short
term austerity measures and to prepare the way for ensuing 
Bruening-type police state regimes and, later, outrightly 
fascist regimes throughout the advanced capitalist sector, 
and 4) at least six months of delaying tactics against develop
ing sector and other anti-austerity opponents , to give the 
Atlanticists sufficient time to consolidate their Schachtian 
policies and regimes in the advanced sector and to proceed 
toward crushing militarily and economically the duped op
ponents of the developing sector. 



Within those points of agreement. there are important sub
sumed differentiations. The British faction most notably is 
prepared to make an exception of at least most of the devel
oping sector. 'I:hose British Atlanticists more acutely per-

': ceptive of British national and allied interests are prepared 
to go to the point of general debt forgiveness for the devel
oping sector and to foster a pro-development rather than 
Schactian austerity or Brazilian outflows of capital goods 
from the advanced capitalist sector. In other words. this 
British-led faction follows the general line of the "first devel
opment decade" policy perspective. 

The Rockefeller-utopian faction is committed to Schachtian 
ruthless austerity for the developing sector. to the crushing 
of developing sector opposition by fomented regional wars 
and direct military interventions . and to a final showdown 
thermonuclear confrontation with the Warsaw Pact at the 
first opportunity - at least before the end of 1977. 

The Harriman faction is prepared to make a show of ther
monuclear confrontation with Warsaw Pact before the end of 
1977 too. but for the purpose of forcing the Soviet leadership to 

. the table to agree to a new "Spheres of Influence" agreement 
superseding the Yalta and Potsdam arrangements . The 
Harriman faction is also inclined toward a modified version 
of the British policy toward the developing sector. This policy 
has been jointly and separately stated repeatedly by Harri
man. Senator Ted Kennedy, and other notable spokesmen 
since mid-December, 1975. 

The short-term strategy of the U .S . -based Atlanticist fac
tion for -Europe is the successive crushing of the national eco
nomies of Italy, France, Britain, Belgium, and Denmark 
with the aid of the duped top layers of the West German 
government and Bundesbank. The West Germans and the 
Bundesbank have the short-term function of buffering New 
York City-coordinated monetary warfare against other 
European nations so that the one-by-one attack on those na
tions does not-New York bankers hope-run out of hand into 
a general chain reaction collapse. Once the once powerful re
serves of the Bundesbank have been depleted through such 
operations, West Germany will be plunged by the New York 
bankers into the same "Fourth World" Schachtian barrel as 
the rest of western Europe. Japan is currently being manipu
lated by the New York banks and their allies in much the 
same fashion as West G ermany . 

During this initial operation against Western Europe and 
Japan, the Atlanticists are conducting stalling tactics on the 
order of a " mutt and jeff" CIA-type operation against the 
developing sector . This includes covert operations to induce 
some of the developing sector nations to divert their efforts · 
from real issues into support of a pathetically physiocratic 
"indexed basket of commodies" package demand of the type 
associated with C. Fred Bergsten . 

Meanwhile through austerity pressures assoc i ated ", i th 
debt rollover through CIA-type operat ions and the launching 
of regional war.  the New York bankers aim to so weaken the 
developing sector forces as  a whole that once Western 
Europe and Japan have been turned into mil itarised police 
states' with Schachtian econo m i c  pol ic ies ,  New York can 
easily pick off remaining Thi rd World opponents one by one . 

H is in this  context that the Harri m a n  factions pushing of 
the KG B slander can be understood , Two leading points are 
most re levant . First, although the Harri man faction directly 
knows that the KGB s l ander is  a complete falsehood . they 
consider this slander to be an efficient " psychobgical war
fare" -type falsehood in thei r  determined effort to contain the 
accelerating programmatic infhH'nce of t.he Labor Com
mittees : Secondly. the Harriman faction rightly bel ieves -
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together with the Rockefeller-Kissinger faction - that the 
Labor Committees are potentially the greatest source of 
danger to the Atlanticist fascist schemes within the capitalist 
and developing sectors . 

Rockefeller and Harriman are neither lying nor victims of 
paranoid delusions in imagining that the Labor Committees 
represent a major potential political danger to the success of 
their strategy. In fact, various leading spokesmen for 
various Atlanticist factions have repeatedly informed us, with 
much gloating, that the anti-austerity forces of both the ad
vanced capitalist and developing sectors are bands of im
potent posturers, who will make a temporary show of resis
tance, but will groyel into submission very quickly Under rf:al 
pressure from the Atlanticist forces. 

This excessively contemptuous estimation of most Third 
World and advanced-sector anti-fascist forces is unfor
tunately based on the reality of political performance to date. 
The Atlanticists regard the Labor Committees as the only 

political force with the combined qualifications of program, 
competence of analysis, and guts to transform an otherwise 
fragmented and frightened mass of developing-sector and 
advanced-capitalist-sector anti-austerity groups into an 
effective force capable of realizing its objective potential for 
giving the Atlanticists a crushing defeat. 

At the same time, although the Atlanticists generally 
shrink in terror because of their estimation of the political
military strategic capibilities and the competence of the War
saw Pact forces, the Atlanticists also regard the present 
majority of the CPSU leadership as essentially confused and 
politically incompetent respecting the situation inside the 
advanced capitalist sector and as also preponderantly dis
oriented concerning key points of political developments 
within the developing sector. In fact, what delights and 
otherwise amuses the leading Atlanticists is the stupidity of 
the Comecon sector in not giving support to the political 
analysis and programs of the Labor Committees. 

What frightens the Rockefellers and Harrimans con
cerning the Labor Committees is both their awed respect for 
the competence of the Labor Committees analyses and 
programs, and the success of the Labor Committees in 
rapidly developing the U.S .  Labor Party as a mass-based 
electoral party with a plurality as great as that of the 
Republican and Democratic parties in numerous regions of 
the USA itself. 

Although the Atlaitticists have so far kept the outright kill
ing and major frame-ups against the Labor Committees to a 
telative minimum (to thus minimize the martyr factor) , 

. otherwise, the National Security Council and NATO In
telligence openitionc against the Labor Committees 
currently add up to the larg('st-scale and most intensive poli-
tical  containment operation in modern history. 

. 

( Ambassadors. hearl .. of ' tri te, leaders of major political 
part ies , as we)) as ot.hf' t· [l0 1 i ticians, bankers, industrialists . 
and ordinary workrrs ha\'e  been directly subjected to 
massive combinations of ph) 'sical threats and other reprisals 
in the related effort to <: 0ntain Labor Committee contact
activit ies and orga n i z ing ,�ampaigns . In the USA, in addition 
to an Atlantic ist control of most of the major press and press 
services ,  the National Se,� nrity Council and FBI have worked 
to contain press coverage of the Labor Committees and U.S.  
Labor Party even by direct threats against publishers , 
editors and reporters . 

Despite this massive containment operation - of which the 
KG B s lander is m erely one part - the growth of the Labor 
Com m i ttees progra mmatic influence is currently accel
erating within the USA and in other nations .  

Lyndon H.  LaRouche, Jr .  
U.S .  Labor Party Presidentia l  Candidate 



SPECIAL REPORT 

USLP Presidential Candidate Larouche 
Declares He Will Pardon Patty Hearst 

, 
PAR I S ,  March 22 (IPS)  - U . S .  Labor Party presi
dential candidate, Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. , today de
nounced yesterday's  Conviction of kidnap victim Patty 
Hearst as a " monstrous travesty of j ustice, "  and com
mitted himself to granting Miss Hearst a ful l  presi
dential pardon as soon as he is  inaugurated into the 
presidency next January . 

E laborating on the reasons for his decision, 
LaRouche stated : "There never was any doubt of the 
principal facts of the Patty Hearst case.  She was kid
napped in the most violent m anner at g�npoint, under 
the observatio'n of a significant number of dis
interested witnesses.  The group which kidnapped her 
for ransom was led by a notorious police agent, 
Donald DeFreeze, and was partly composed of brain
washed graduates of the notorious Vaccaville be
havior modification facility. Under the most aversive 
conditions , subj ected to terror by a band of hom icidal 
psychotics who had themselves been subj ected to 
brainwashing, the captive Miss Hearst underwent a 
personality transformation of exactly the form any 
qualified specialist would i m m ediately recognize as 
either circumstantial ly  induced p s ychosis  or 
deliberate brainwashing. 

"In plain American speech , "  LaRouche em
phasized, " the whole business of Miss Hearst' s  arrest 
and prosecution stinks from beginning to the end. 

"I shall not pretend that I do not have some expert 

knowledge about the Hearst affair,  nor am I surprised 
that a . conviction was pushed through contrary to the 
never-refuted princ ipal evidence in the case . If Miss 
Hearst 's  trial had been postponed to permit her to 
s lowly recover from the effects of her torture before 
being subj ected to trial ,  or if she had been given the 
vindication she deserved on the basis  of the princ ipal 
evidence, the result would have been a major em
barrass ment to a number of highly placed figures,  

, including Henry Kissinger, Attorney General Edward 
Levi and others . 

Criminals in High Places 
" The chief point in the case is that the so-cal led 

Symbionese Liberation Army is m erely another fruit 
of the same Atlanticists'  political-intell igence dirty 
operations which also gave us the Italian Red 
Brigades, the Black S eptember, the Japanese Red 
Army, the Weathermen, the Black Liberation Army. 
the Baader-Meinhof Gang, and the Jan. 1 974 London 
Heathrow affair.  We have corroborated direct in
formation, including information received from the 
most highly placed governm ental sources in several 
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countries,  that all of these operations were either di
rectly coordinated under Henry Kissinger' s  super
vision or by NATO and related covertoperations agen
cies politically allied with the same Rockefeller-as
soc iated faction for which Kissinger is  the best-known 
protege and errand boy. 

• •  Any competent investigation of the National Secur
ity Council and Department of Justice connections to 
the Symbionese Liberation Army C IA-type operation 
would have inevitably uncovered the bigbest and most 
hideous scandal yet exposed, which would bring down 
not only Kissinger and Levi,  but heads of parties and 
governments ' departments in a number of nations . 

" For example, " LaRouche continued, " we know 
that the Lebanese bloodbath launched during April ,  
1975  and continuing to this day, was the product of a 
scenario developed largely by the R AND Corp . More
over, we have corroborated evidence showing that a 
significant part of the gun running into Lebanon, 
arming the Falange terrorists , was run directly out of 
the U . S .  through the same drug and gun running net
works which also supplied guns and explosives to the 
Symbionese Liberation Army ,  the Weathermen, and 

other terrorist groups controlled by Kissinger and 
s uch internal security agencies as the Treasury De
partment ' s  Alcohol , Tobacco and F irearms Division, 
the Law E nforcem ent Assistance Adm inistration, the 
FBI and some mi litary intelligence fac ilities.  This 
overall operation of international terroris m  i s ,  at the 
same time, a completely fragmented network of var
iously overlapping and competing operations and also 
centrally coordinated in an overall way at the top . 

The result is that exposing any s ignificant one of these 
foul operations wil l  lead directly to exposure of many 
others - with investigations leading quickly to Kis
s inger and other levels of overall c oordination of crim
inal domestic and international operations . 

" I t  is no secret , "  LaRouche conc luded, " that the 
Hearst family is not exactly a supporter of my poli
tical party. However, as a presidential candidate , I 
a m  legally and morally responsible to ensure j ustice 
for all our citizens and to have compassion for the per
sonal inj ury and suffering endured by citizens who 
may inc identally be among my opponents.  I acknow
ledge that a large part of the legal profession inc luding 
many self-styled civil  libertarian legal groups and 
individual attorneys have abandoned what used to be 
generally accepted princ iples of j ustice. I have not. 
Therefore . it shall be among my first acts after inaug
uration as pres ident to grant full pardon to Patty 
Hearst . "  



SPECIAL R E P O R T  

Dem.ocratic Party's Energy Policy:  

Glass Pyram ids, Ban kers' Socialism 
March 23 (IPS) - Strange, isn't it, that all the gladiators in 
the Democratic primary arena are in complete agreement on 
the controversial question of energy policy. But this fact is 
far less surprising than the mind-boggling stupidity of the 
policy they have agreed on. 

"Radical populist" Harris ,  " moderate" Carter, " liberal" 
Udall, "conservatives" Jackson and Wallace all agree that 
we must conserve energy by eliminating waste and substi
tuting muscle power for machine power, thus creating jobs 
into the bargain. They all ignore "impractical" fusion and . 
demand cutbacks in dangerous fission. They all agree that in 
the shrot term we must increase coal production, and over 
the long term shift to full reliance on solar energy. 

Thus Udall :  "The adoption of a strong energy conservation 
program is an absolute necessity . . .  coal constitutes one of the · 
nation's  most promising energy sources . . .  the federal govern
ment must concentrate its efforts on renewable resources 
such as solar energy. "  With a down-home twang, Carter : 
"We must conserve energy drastically, make a major shift to 
coal, and substantially increase our use of solar energy." 
And so on down the line. . Where does this remarkable unanimity come from? From 
the scriptwriters, of course - all the candidates are briefed 
by the same handful of think-tankers, who in turn take their 
orders from the New York bankers. In the case of energy, the 
think-tank involved is Barry Commoner's  Scientists Institute 
for Public Information. Commoner, frequently accompanied 

_ . by fellow Institute board member and United Autoworkers 
union executive Irving Bluestone, has been traveling around 
briefing Democratic candidates,  Congressmen, and key 
Democratic machine leaders on the correct energy line. 
Commoner's recent series of three articles on energy in the 

'New Yorker magazine are now quoted as the bible of energy 
. policy by practically every top Democrat, and one eager 

beaver entered the entire series into the Congressional 
record. 

Scl·FI Horror 
Let's examine what the world would look like if the pro

posals Commoner and his Democratic pitchmen make to 
replace gas and oil with solar energy were carried through. 
The fascist regimes and evisceration of living standards 
required to implement even the early stages of the Com· 
moner plan would ensure that the world would end in either 
thermonuclear war or a holocaust of disease and ecological 
collapse in a few short years : the "Year 2000" world de· 
scribed here is only a science·fiction horror story. 

The more minor part of Commoner's catastrophe would be 
the solar heating of individual homes by rooftop solar 
collectors. For the u.s.  alone, the installation of such 
collectors on each of the 50 million existing one·or two-story 
homes would involve, very conservatively, a construction 
labor force of 2 million working for 25 yealt , to say nothing of 
those involved in making the materials involved, such as 2 
million square feet of plate glass a year, equal to current 
total U.S.  output. Since this labor force is comparable to the 
total number of skilled construction workers formerly 
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engaged in construction of housing, presumably new housing 
construction would have to wait 25 years , by which time the 
solar collectors would be about due for replacement ! 

This is nothing, however, compared with the core of the 
energy plans of Commoner and his Democratic friends, the 
production of electricity and synthetic fuel (hydrogen) from 
diffuse sunlight. They propose to cover large-parts of the 
American desert, and on a world scale presumably the 
Sahara as well, with glass pyramids - titanic arrays of 
mirrors focusing sunlight up to elevated water boilers, which 
produce steam to generate electricity and to electrolyse 
water, producing hydrogen fuel .  

The scale of waste here is staggering. A solar generator 
sufficient to produce merely the electric energy consumed by 
New York City (about 15 ,000 megawatts) would require a 
mirror-array covering more than 300 square miles, using 
Commoner's own figures. The area of New York City is only 
360 square miles ! (Now we know why Big MAC banker Felix 
Rohatyn wants to raze 80 per cent of the city.) If such a 
generator were to produce all of New York City's energy . 
requirements, the area would ha Ve to be four times larger . .  

Pyramld·Building 
For the world as a whole, this means covering a total area 

of 125,000 square miles (at a minimum) with glass pyramids 
over the next 25 to 30 years . 

A single 300 square mile generator (of which 400 would 
have to be built) would require at least 10 million tons of 
glass, plastic, and other materials. Just about as much 
weight as went into the original pyramids. This is 300 times 
more mass than the material required by the bulkiest 
possible fusion reactor the for same energy production. The . 
energy involved in producing that much material would 
represent two years production for the generator itself. This 
means that with even a modest rate of energy growth and a 
25 year life expectancy for energy collectors, at least 20 per 
cent of total energy supply will be going into the production of 
the solar collectors themselves ! 

In terms of labor, solar generators would require af least 1 5  
t o  20  times a s  much labor a s  comparable fusion generators, 
even taking into account the latter's greater complexity. On 
a global scale, this means the allocation of at least 8 to 10 . 
million workers for the glass pyramid projects , equivalent to 
50 to 60 per cent of the total U.S.  industrial workforce. These 
then are the jobs to be provided the U.S .  working class under 
"full employment" slave labor - building glass pyramids in 
the desert. . 

Such an incredible scheme makes sense from only one 
standpoint, that of the Harriman faction of financiers who 
pay Commoner and Bluestone in the first place. Far from 
advocating more productive technologies, like fusion power, 
which chelipen commodities and permit the rapid expansion 
of the economy as a whole, they want to turn technology back 
to preserve the historic value of their paper debt. Labor· 
intensive boondoggles, requiring little investment of capita l .  
relative to the quantities of  slave labor, are a dream-come
true feeding-ground for these parasites.  �orJ!1e Nazis , it was . 



armaments and Autobahns ; for Rockefeller's faction it was 
oil shale and coal gassification ; the Harriman faction's  
r�_!!le i� �ll1ss pyramids. 

Bankers Socialism 
But it won't do for the Democrats to go around saying, "I 'm 

for labor-intensive schemes and glass pyramids because it's 
the only way to protect the bankers ! "  That doesn't win votes. 

Here is where Commoner must earn his pay, by devising a 
"scientific" rationale that will convince, if not workers, at 
least Democratic Party hacks and their petty-bourgeois 
peers. Commoner begins by deriving the necessity of raising 
the return on capital from a mere "respectable" theoretical 
basis - the Second Law of Thermodynamics. 

The Second Law asserts that randomness is everywhere 
increasing, and once energy is used, it is converted into 
random heat and irretrievably lost. The universe, says 
Commoner. is running down (a law the Democrats can un
derstand upon self-reflection) . Therefore, since energy loss 
is irreversible, we must at aU costs conserve energy and 
everything that takes energy to make, especially capital 
plant and machinery. Therefore we must get the maximum 
"productivity" out of each precious drop of oil and each pre
cious dollar of capital. 

Having established this vital point for the bankers . Com
moner must then demonstrate that it is  in the interest of the 
working population to preserve the return on capital (in other 
words. debt service) by turning back technological advance. 
Quickly donning his overalls. Commoner steps into his role as 
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friend of the working man and proceeds to explain the 
present economic crisis as a result of capitalism's insatiable 
drive for technology. a view he modestly ascribes to . . .  Karl 
Marx !-

The wicked capitalists. preaches Commoner. have continu
ally replaced primitive methods of production like wood 
chopping. which uses lots of labor and little capital and 
energy. with advanced methods like electric generation 
plants. which use little labor and lots of capital and energy. 
This creates mass unemployment. by destroying jobs, and 
leads to energy and capital shortages . This has driven the 
capitalists to gouge wages to fuel their insane race to invest 
more and more in high technology. leading to the tremendous 
technological advances and booming growth in modern plant 
and equipment since the current depression got underway 
five years ago. 

Since he has identified himself as a Marxist. Commoner's 
proposed solution to the energy and economic crisis is. of 
course. socialism. a socialism which will cure the funda
mental evil of capitalism - progress.  Instead of freeing the 
development of productive forces from the fetters of capital. 
as the real Marx proposed. Commoner wants to free capital 
from the fetters of development. An immediate retreat to the 
coal-run 19th century is merely Commoner's minimum 
program ; his maximum demand is to return to Ancient 
Egypt. The socialism of Commoner and his Democratic CO
thinkers is the opposite of the socialism of Marx. It is more 
exactly called bankers ' socialism. better known as fascism. 
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